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THE Loening Amphibians shown above were used last summer by

the Alaskan Aerial Survey of the United States Navy, under the

leadership of Lieutenant Ben H. "Wyatt, and these identical planes

are now in service with the Battle Fleet where they are catapulted

from the battle-ships, or launched from the Aircraft Carrier Langley —
It is all the same to

“The plane that does the hard work for America”.

THE LOENING AMPHIBIAN
A Patented and Proprietary Article

LOENING AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING CORPORATION
31st STREET AND EAST RIVER, NEW YORK CITY
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THE “WASP”
425 HP at 1900 RPM
WEIGHT 650 lbs.

Another “WASP”
Success

The “Wasp" has definitely proven
its superiority to the water cooled

powerplants in the Navy single-

place fighters.

Flight tests of this new two-place

observation type equipped with
the “Wasp" indicate the same
superiority. This new ship is indeed
a worthy successor to the long line

of successful Vought types.

THE

PRATTSWHITNEY AIRCRAFT CO.
HARTFORD CONNECTICUT

LANDING FACILITIES MUNICIPAL FIELD AND CONNECTICUT RIVER ON AIRWAYS MAPS
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Ground the World
Since January, 1923, when Stanolind Aero
Oil was first adopted by the Central Divis-

ion of the Air Mail Service, mail planes

lubricated with this oil have flown ap-

proximately 3,723,500 miles—a distance

equivalnt to more than 149 times around

the world.

These flights were made in all knds of

weather and under all kinds of conditions.

They were not “stunt flights, prepared for

weeks in advance and made at a time when
weather and atmospheric conditions were

at their best. The mail cannot wait for

ideal flying conditions. It must go forward

daily, in the freezing cold of winter and the

blazing heat of summer.

Stanolind aAero Oil
has proved its quality in the motors of the U. S.

Air Mail Service planes. It has proved it so

conclusively that one division after another has

adopted it for exclusive use. Since July, 1926,

Stanolind Aero Oil has been used exclusively

by the entire U. S. Air Mail Service.

Stanolind Aero Oil is available at most land-

ing fields throughout the Middle West. For a
map showing the location of these fields, send

for our Aviation Manual, which will be sent free

upon request.

STANDARD OIL COMPANY
General Offices: 910 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

Seattle, Washington
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Qreat,Airplane Engine Manufacturers
have accepted RingTrue Bearings as Standard

Besides supplying BOHN Ring True bronze-back Babbitt-

lined bearings to most of the manufacturers of automobiles

in the country - Ring True bearings have been accepted

as standard by these three outstanding aircraft engine

manufacturers.

BOHN PRODUCTS include Ring True Bearings, interchangeable and
standard type, bronze back, babbitt lined — BOHNAL1TE Castings, both
permanent mold and sand - - NELSON BOHNALITE Pistons -- we also man-
ufacture replacement bearings and pistons for the Liberty Motor.

Bohn Aluminum &Brass Corporation
EAST GRAND BOULEVARD, DETROIT

Only Four-fifths of a Second For This

SKF-Equipped Motor to Gain Full Speed

I
t takes but four-fifths of a second

for this Pratt 6? Whitney “Wasp”
motor, weighing 650 pounds, to acceler-

ate from 800 to 1900 r.p.m. and develop

425 h.p. The motor has successfully

passed all Governmentacceptance tests.

Such performance calls for the best

of bearings and— SCSiF-marked anti-

friction bearings easily fill the demand.

Maintained high precision, ruggedness,

plus astonishingly long life have made

these bearings first choice the world

over where dependability is first

thought on aeronautical motors.

SKF INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED, 165 Broadway, New York City
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s

CARDINAL

Where Do You
Carry Your Grip

’

I HE Kentucky Car-

dinal has a six

cubic foot baggage
compartment as a
built-in feature.

Send for booklet.

KENTUCKY
AIRCRAFT

CORPORATION

Owensboro , Ky.
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DERULUFT

GERMAN RUSSIAN AIR TRAFFIC COMPANY

The Only Airline to and from Soviet Russia

REGULAR DAYLY AIR SERVICE BETWEEN:

BERLIN, MOSCOW, CHARKOW

WITH STOPS AT:

DANZIG, KONIGSBURG, KOWNO,
SMOLENSK

WITH CONNECTION TO:

AMSTERDAM, LONDON, PARIS,
ODESSA, TIFLIS, BAKU

Bookings through all European Travel Agencies or direct with the Company.

MAIN OFFICE:

uerslr. 63/65. Telegr. Address: Deruluft.Berlin, Mat
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“Falcon” Observation Airpla

Another Example of Curtiss Engineering Development

1924:
The “Falcon" was developed O meet the needs of the U. S. Army

Air Corps for a modern two-seater observation type, and was winner of

the design competition at McCook Field.

I 925- 1926:
A small quantity of “Falcons” was produced and given service

tests by the Air Corps. These tests conclusively demonstrated the

all-around superiority of the “Falcon.”

NOW:
Air Corps Squadrons will have the opportunity to use the “Falcon”

in large quantities, for both observation and attack.

THE CURTISS AEROPLANE

Office*:

GARDEN CITY, N. Y.

& MOTOR COMPANY, INC.

Factoriei:

GARDEN CITY & BUFFALO, N. Y.

•AVIATION
The Gardner Publishing Company, Inc.

Business and Editorial Offices:—250 W. 57th St., New York
Lmtm d - Gw'D p“

Jyen|
Cable Address :—AEROENC Ceob“

Publication Office:—HIGHLAND. N. Y.

W. L LePage. Editor
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With the Editor

To say that an aeronautical

show or exhibition was held in

New York during the week of

Jan. 24 would be merely invit-

ing contradiction. Yet no one

who went to the Motor Boat
Show in this city, if he had any
interest in aeronautics at all,

would deny that some of the best

products of the aircraft indus-

try were very well represented

at this exhibition. The motor

boat really owes quite a big debt

to the aircraft industry. It is

not readily possible to point out

factors in the production of mo-

tor boats which have had a very

marked bearing upon the con-

struction of aircraft but it is

very easy to mention aircraft

products which play no small

a part in the development and
manufacture of motor boats, es-

pecially those of the high speed

variety. Particularly is this so

:i the c e of a sraft e

and, as is pointed out in this is-

best high (lowered airplane en-

gines are being looked upon as

indispensible as power plants

for racing speed boats. This is

also true of other aircraft prod-

ucts to a greater extent than is

at first realized and the close

relationship which it had long

been realized existed between

the motor boat and the pleasure

airplanes is brought even closer.
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The New

VOUGHT "CORSAIR
”

DESIGNED

AND BUILT

WITH PRIDE

AND SKILL

THIS new two-place Observation-Fighter

has definitely proven its superiority to the

types now standardized in the U. S.

Air Services.

Fully-loaded and equipped, it has demon-

strated a Speed Range heretofore unattained

in Military Aircraft.

Ability to safely negotiate smaller fields and

restricted areas, is another proven attribute.

Designed and constructed in cooperation

with the Bureau of Aeronautics for the United

States Navy.

“8

CHANCE VOUGHT CORPORATION
LONG ISLAND CITY, NEW YORK

MODEL 02U-I
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Merchandising Airplanes

THE STATISTICS, which were published in Avia-

tion last week, of tire number of newly designed

commercial airplanes constructed, and in the majority

of cases presumably sold, during 1926 apart from being

extremely interesting in themselves, bring to mind many
problems of the commercial aircraft industry which

must be answered before the sale of aircraft can be in-

creased even further. Merchandizing and salesmanship

are among the most important factors which have gone

towards building up the collossal automobile industry

of which the United States can boast today. It is rea-

sonable then to expect that these same factors will be-

come paramount in the building up of a large industry

in the sale of commercial and private aircraft.

Many manufacturers of small commercial and pleas-

ure airplanes have already found that the building up
of reliable agencies in every large district throughout

the country is one of the most important features of

their sales activities. There are other aspects of the

sales problem which do not appear to have been given

much attention. It is generally recognized that a sales-

man’s job is one demanding considerable talent and ex-

perience if the sales department is to be a success. No
one would expect an expert salesman to bother his head

about the aircraft business if he did not consider there

was some real profit in it : that is to say. if he did not

think he could sell a sufficient number of airplanes to

make his percentage commission worth while.

We are told that, within certain limits, a good salesman

can sell almost anything inasmuch as he can prove to

the prospective buyer that lie really needs the commoditv

he is considering buying. If this applies to aircraft

then, and it is reasonable to suppose that it does, it

would appear that the factor which might limit the

attraction of really experienced commercial salesmen

into the aircraft field would be the capability of the

manufacturer of producing a sufficiently large number of

planes to make it worth while.

If this argument is sound, the statement, which is

frequently heard. "We have built three experimental

planes and are all ready to go into production when

these have been sold.” is not the best angle from which

to look at the problem. Of course, it needs capital to

take any other viewpoint hut capital is recognized as

a necessary adjunct to opening up a successful business.

If a manufacturer who has faith in his product could

assure from the outset., say. one hundred planes, then

the proposition of merchandizing would become attrac-

tive to experienced salesmen and business would he given

a fair chance of growing.

The sportsman, not of the future, hut of today, is

readv to take to the air but he needs first to he “sold

on aviation and this is an expert salesman’s job.

Cross-Country Seaplane Routes

I
N THESE columns last week 1 he suggestion was made

that possibly there is a very real future for the
large passenger or mail carrying seaplane, particularly

the flying boat, in the realms of air transportation. It

should not be inferred from this that the seaplane is con-
sidered an entirely unknown quantity in air transporta-

tion operations. Sea-going aircraft have already been
used in commercial air operations with a considerable
amount of success though, with possibly but one excep-
tion, these operations have not been continued. Mention
may be made of the Aeromarine Airways operations
some years hack and the somewhat intermittant running
of the Imperial Airways Channel service as examples
of the use of flying boats in air transportation, while
the Scndta service up the Magdalena River, Colom-
bia. employing pontoon type seaplanes is the outstanding
example of the successful use of seaplanes in commer-
cial aviation. Recently, an experimental air service was
started in Africa between Khartoum and Kisumu,
Uganda, a distance of 14011 miles down the Nile and a

pontoon seaplane, a DH-50 (Jupiter 1, is being employed.

There seems, therefore, some good reason for consid-

ering the prospects of the seaplane coming into greater

favor in eommreial air transport. The great advantage
of the employment of seaplanes in air transport based

upon the necessary criteria that a water route he fol-

lowed, whether coastal or inland, is that the cost i.f

upkeep of ground airway equipment will probably be
very much less than ill the ease of an airway across

country. Furthermore, the advantages of having an air-

way which offers continuous emergency landing facilities

Certain possibilities in the United States immediately
present themselves. For example, there mar- be a very
real future for a trunk air route up the Mississippi

River starting from New Orleans and using large flving

boats. Such a route would connect New Orleans and all

the trade of the Mexican Gulf with Vicksburg, Miss.,

Memphis, Tenn.. St. Louis, Mo., Quincy. III.. Davenport,

Towa. LaCross, Wis.. and Minneapolis-St. Paul, connect-

ing with the Trans-Continental system at Davenport or

Iowa City.

An alternative route might branch off at St. Louis and
follow the Missouri River to Jeffei-son City. Mo., St.

Joseph. Mo.. Lincoln, Neb., and Omaha. Neb., where
connection would again be made with the Trans-Con-

tinental route.

The advantages of such a service would be immeasur-
able. and even though a ronte may he longer where the

natural waterways are more or less followed, the speed
of air travel will still offer tremendous advantages over

other means of transportation.

265
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The Progress of the Pan-American Flight
Major Dargue Cables Loening on Experiences

THE PAN-AMERICAN fliers have concluded the iirst

section of their 18,000 mile flight, and upon leaviug

France Field, C.Z., Jan. 23, entered upon the second

stage, which begins in Colombia and ends in Chile.

The Detroit and the San Francisco arrived at Barranquilln,

Colombia, from France Field on Jan. 23. The St. Louis,

which was forced down in the Gulf of Darien, reached Bar-
ranquilla a few hours after the other planes. The San An-

tonio and the New York remained at France Field, where the

former is being overhauled.

At 8:50 a.m., Jan. 24, the Detroit and the San Francisco

left for Girardot, near Bogota, arriving there on Jan. 25, and
bringing a message from President Coolidge to President

Mendez, of Colombia.

Dargue Cables Loening
With a view to obtaining direct from tho officer in command

of the Pan-American flight some news as to the progress being

made and the difficulties being encountered, Grover Loening,

president, of the Loening Aeronautical Engineering Corpora-

tion cabled Major Dargue, and has received the following wire

in reply. What Major Dargue says is extremely interesting

and gives some small indication of the faith attached to the

Loening Amphibian by the officers taking part in the flight.

“Reference your cable, you infer Associated Press articles

originated with us. Such not case; only one cable furnished

Associated Press by flight publicity officer, that from Ama-
pala and no reference made damage to equipment. All our

news releases to United Press and International News have

consisted largely description uiuntry, health of personnel,

features terrain and weather. Have told of adverse weather

whenever encountered. Your Amphibian is the best plane

of my knowledge for the landings we have had to make and
the many adverse condmous encountered. Brief description

condition planes on arrival here may interest you.

“New York required new lauding gear and few bull repairs.

These now done and she is in excellent condition. Changed
her engine because had two here and only two at next oppor-

tunity for change seemed best to use these. The old engine

had in no wise weakened or failed.

“San Antonio came through without slightest difficulty oi

damage. Little engine trouble, one leg of flight only trouble
encountered. Doing nothin? here but cleaning her.

"San Francisco experienced absolutely no trouble with plane

or engine and in as good condition as when she left. Only
cleaning her here.

"Detroit dented hull slightly in river at Tampico and one rib

broken in aileron by launch at Puntarcnas. Nothing serious

and she continued flying without interruption.

Tho St. Louis burned out engine Tampico account loss oil

pressure necessitating change there; otherwise came through
in good shape.

“You see, therefore, planes stood up without slightest occasion

17>r alarm. 1 am emphatic in saying that performance of
these five planes has increased our confidence and feeling of

safety one hundred per cent. It is a wonderful plane and
ideal for such a trip as this. I asked all pilots here if any
of them knew of another type of plane they would prefer

for this trip. All promptly said the Amphibian was their

choice. Regarding Colonel Mitchell’s unwarranted assertion

we are flying only in good weather, that is absolutely false.

We have continually flown in weather we would not think

of firing in at home. At Point Isabel we had dense fog. At
Tampico a soft field and strong northers seventy miles per
hour. At Vera Cruz three days winds over seventy-five miles

per hour to Minatitlnn, wind, rain and low clouds. At Salina

Cruz landed in water, wind blowing sixty miles per hour.

Took off in open sen, wind fifty-five miles per hour and very

rough. In not a single ease have weather conditions been
allowed to change our flight schedule nor have we delayed

a single day because of it. Had I been told before starting

on this flight that our planes could stand up under what these

have gone through, should have emphatically said impossible,

yet all of lliom came through with little or no harm. I am
impressed by sturdiness of Amphibian. If the accident to

New York at Guatemala had occurred in any other plane,

would have been complete wash-out with very probably seri-

ous injury to personnel. By its construction it is possible

land most unfavorable terrain with wheels up without injury

to pilots. The bull takes the shock before cockpits are

reached. Thanks your wishes for success.” Dargue.
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Some Aeronautical Aspects of the Motor Boat Show
Aircraft Products Figure Largely in Motor Boat Industry

T HE NATIONAL Motor Boat Show, held at the Grand
Central Palace, New Y’ork City, from Jau. 21 to 29,

presented a very distinct aeronautical interest. The
sport of flying has frequently been talked of in the same tones

as that of motor boating and there is no doubt that aviation

as a pastime presents attractions which are not very far

disassociated from those to be found in motor boating.

Taking first the question of power plants, it may reasonably

be said that the development of airplane engines has added
considerably to the sum total of knowledge applied to the

production of satisfactory motor boat engines, particularly as

regards high powers. The converse, however, is by no means
the ease. It could hardly be said, for example, that the de-

velopment of motor boat engines has had a very marked ef-

fect upon the design of satisfactory engines for aircraft, the

reason for this being, no doubt, that the outstanding problem
in aircraft engine design is weight per horsepower, whereas
this factor is not of primary importance in the case of marine
engines.

Another problem which is of first importance in the design

of aircraft engines is the factor of bulk, this, of necessity,

having to be reduced to a minimum if an engine of sufficient

power is to be installed within the small space available in

an airplane. Particularly is this the case in high speed pur-

suit planes. A marine engineer will undoubtedly point out
that, especially in the case of speed boats, bulk in the installa-

tion of power plants is of primary importance, so that here,

again, aviation practice applies to motor hoat problems.

Aircraft Engines for Motor Boats

For these reasons, it is not surprising to find quite a fair

number of high powered speed boats equipped with aircraft

engines in modified form. A typical example of the employ-
ment of aircraft engines in motor boats is to be found in the

exhibit of the Horace D. Dodge Boat Works, Inc. This Ann
showed their famous “Horace” speed boat, the winner of the

Potomac River Championship for 1926. The boat is approx-
imately thirty-seven feet long with beautitul lines and is

equipped with a 650 hp. Wright Typhoon airplane engine.

This boat, which carries twelve passengers, has a maximum
speed of 58 m.p.h., a performance which could only be ob-

tained with a high powered engine. When it is recalled that

the maximum beam is a little over eight feet, the importance

of compactness in the power plant will readily be seen.

The Typhoon engine is apparently very popular among
owners of high power motor boats. A number of boats so

equipped, could be named, such as Richard F. Hoyt’s “Nash-

ira” and Harr}- Darlington “Arden”, which has two Typhoon
engines, and presents a typical example of the necessity for

compactness.

The Wright Aeronautical Corporation had a private stand at

the motor boat show under the charge of T. H. Kincaid, who
was most informative on all matters connected with Wright
engines. One would imagine that what Mr. Kincaid does not

know about aircraft engines, as a whole, and Wright engines

in particular, would hardly be worth knowing. The Wright

Company exhibited the Typhoon marine engine which very

closely resembles the airplane power plant of that name, with

the addition of the gear box and large water-cooled engine

manifolds. This engine weighs 1,850 lb. complete with all

marine equipment, while it will be remembered that the air-

craft Typhoon engine weighs 1,150 lb. It is understood that

the marine Typhoon is built with three compression ratios,

namely 4.8, 5.3, and 6.5, the first type using commercial gaso-

line, the second aviation gasoline and the third a combined

fuel of 50 per cent benzine and 50 per cent gasoline. This

latter engine actually develops up to 700 hp.

Among other aircraft engines at the show was the Curtiss

V-1400, of 1925 Pulitzer and Schneider Trophy fame, fitted

in L. Gordon Hammersly’s “Cigarette TV”. This is a stand-

ard Y-1400 airplane engine, developing 600 lip., but is, of

course, equipped with the necessary reduction gearing for

marine purposes. Incidentally, of very great interest to air-

plane manufacturers is the all-duralumin hull of the “Cigar-
ette IV”. This is a riveted-up structure, undoubtedly
presenting many of the problems to be overcome in the con-

struction of duralumin flying boat hulls. It was designed by
Fred K. Lord and built by Brewster & Co., of Long Island

City, who have had considerable experience in the manufacture
of duralumin pontoons for tho Navy.
The Packard Motor Car Company, whose high-power air-

craft engines are among those which hold World records, was
represented by the presence of one of its six-cylinder Gold
Cup type marine engines of 260 bp., fitted into the “Green-
which Folly”, winner of the Gold Cup at Mnnhasset Bay,
Inst Summer. This engine develops its maximum power at

2,500 r.p.m.. and is. of course, geared. It. however, is not

Another interesting engine which made its first appearance
at the Motor Boat Show was the model A-G Globe, 500 hp.,

twelve-cylinder engine, produced by the Johnson Motor Prod-
ucts, I ne., of New York. This is an engine which may be
adapted to motor boats or airplanes and is interchangeable
with Liberty aircraft engine parts, which makes its up-keep
convenient. It is understood that four of these engines have

already been ordered for installation in speed boats. Of
particular interest in the aircraft field are the Globe 150 and
250 lip. engines, shown hv Johnson, both of which arc pri-

marily aircraft power plants, nlthongh they are made
applicable to motor boats. They are six-cylinder vertical

water-cooled engines equipped with the special Johnson valve

gear, and weigh respectively 325 lb. and 596 lb. It is hoped
that it will be possible to describe these engines in greater de-

tail in Aviation- in the near future.

Hydrogliders

Somethin? entirely new m the marine field is the hydro-

glider, an air-propelled type of motor boat, which made its

first appearance to the public at large at tbe Motor Boat
Show. Probably the first example of this type of craft is

the free bottom “Whistler”, designed by George Post and

manufactured by Huff-Daland Airplanes, Inc. The boat is a

flat bottomed mahogany hull, of approximately 23 ft. in length

and is equipped with an OX-5 engine of 90 hp., supported
on a tube constructed near the stern. The engine drives a

Hartzoll propeller rotating within a metal cage. The
craft is provided with an air rudder at the stern, which, it is

understood, becomes effective at approximately 10 m.p.h.

Speeds of from 30 to 35 m.p.h. are obtainable and the maxi-

mum consumption is reported to be from three to four miles

per gallon. The craft carries five passengers.

Another example of the hvdroglider is known as the Safti-

lioat. This is very much smaller than the “Whistler” and is

equipped with an Anznni twin-cylinder “V” engine, develop-

ing 7 lip., and driving a wooden Paragon propeller. The
Saftiboat is manufactured by Airships, Inc., of Hammonds-
port, N. Y. It is understood that, standing, this boat draws

two inches of water. When underway the draft is reduced to

three-quarters of an inch and the consumption is only seven-

teen miles per gallon. Airships, Inc. also exhibited their

well-known Airaft which is a form of collapsible boat made

of rubber and inflated with air or carbon dioxide. Quite a

number of these Airafts are in use both in actual service and

for pleasure purposes.

A number of other companies, for the most part equipment

and accessory manufacturers, which have a considerable avia-

tion interest, were represented at the show. Among these may
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Laying Out An Airway
Many Considerations of Surveying and Equipment Enter into Airway Problems

By H. HARTSHELL
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flying n regular schedule in all weathers. Weather, by closing

over an airplane in flight, can force it down almost ns surely

and quickly as engine failure under present practice. In the

operation of airplanes of today, the large majority of forced

landings are caused by weather and where an effort is made
to maintain a regular schedule with single-engined airplanes,

probably half of the landings that are forced almost instantly

may be attributed to weather closing over the airplane and

the other half to trouble aboard the airplane.

Where the terrain includes a river bottom or other valley

very liahle to be flooded by fog. on intermediary landing field

should be provided at a reasonably short distance on each side

of this area. This will give opportunity for airplanes flying

the airways to land and await the clearing of fog from this

area. Where the terrain flown over affords frequent fields,

whether in cultivation or not, where forced landings should

he made without hazards of serious accident or damage, inter-

mediate landing fields become a convenience in operation and

an insurance against fence and ditch' hazards by night, but

their expense may be justified economically on a spacing in-

terval of about 30 miles or less. Where the terrain flown over

does not afford frequent natural forced landing possibilities,

safety and insurance considerations will usually justify then

maintenance on a 20 mile or 10 mile interval. An immediate

forced landing is estimated to be probable, with airplanes ns

of the present, once in 50,000 miles. Such a landing is

therefore, probable once in 500 trips over any 10 mile interval

of airway. If only 4 trips a day are made over this 10 mile

interval, a forced landing could be expected once in 1250 days.

Let us suppose that the 10 mile interval is so great that only

about of these forced landings could be expected to take

advantage of the available field, then one crash could be avoid-

ed in 5 years. If the airplane crash costs $10,000, its saving

would allow $2000 a year for the maintenance of an emergency

field, to say nothing of the value of safety to life and limb

afforded by such an emergency field.

The surveyor, after laying out ideal location on his map.

should then fly' the airway a second time, examining closely'

the ground near each ideal location. The most practicable site

for a beacon or a field, as the ease may be, should be selected

from the air. If feasible, a landing shonld be made on or

near this site and information secured concerning its location,

such as section number, and distance to nearby towns, tele-

phones, electric power, etc. If a landing is not feasible, a

load near the site should be lollowed closely by the airplane

to a nearby town or other landmark that will insure the find-

ing of the site by automobile. It may not always be possible

to land even on an excellent landing field site, if covered by'

cotton, coni, or similar crop.

The airway should he retraversed by automobile. Each site

whether beacon or emergency field, shonld he checked again as
In its suitability. Very steep sided bluffs, hills and canyons
do not show themselves prominently from the air. and an ex-

uniiuatioir ot the topography from the ground may justify the
le'ocation of a site that seemed very good from the air.

It may he that a revolving beacon is located on the top of
a steep hill or river bank. The light beam from an electric

beacon slopes upward at an angle of from 1>A to 2 deg. above

the horizontal. When the flying ceiling is very low, it may be
necessary tor the airplane to fly part of the route under the

beam of the beacon, so that its beam will be invisible. Where
the route presents such dillieultics, the interval tindei the
beacon beam should be marked A. G. A. automatic blinkers.

If possible to avoid it. this situation shonld never occur along
the airway in both directions from the beacon, but it may be
impossible to avoid such conditions in one direction from the
beacon. This possible low lying dark interval in the airway
will call for automatic acctaline blinker lights located so ns

to raise the airplane over the steep bank of the hill or river

and also in the dark interval, spaced on two or three mill cen-

ters, to within 4 to 6 miles of the next adjacent beacon.

Supplementary automatic blinkers may be used to advantage
to carry- the airway through any low valley such as a river

crossing where visibility is likely to be poor due to drifting

It must be clearly understood that the intermediary fields

will not be used purely as forced landing fields but will be
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used by airplanes Hying the airway, to stop and wait for un-

comfortably bad weather to clear. They should, therefore, in-

clude a sufficient area and number of runways to make a good

safe landing field. The minimum length ol unobstructed run-

ways in the direct ion ol frequent winds should be 100 rods.

Telephones at the various beacon and field sites will be use-

ful. They will afford opportunities to inquire concerning pre-

vailing weather along the line and will lacilitate immediate

report concerning any beacon not in operation. In case an

airplane has left an airport but is to be overdue at its destin-

ation, it will be important to trace the flight of the airplane,

getting information as to where it was last heard or seen, by
telephoning to the iiiterinedhite beacon and field locations.

It is important that emergency fields be well drained; pos-

sibly 80 per cent of their usefulness will be due to wet
weather. These field'- should lie tin high lands where possible

to get them up above mists and fogs that more often obscure

low lying fields.

Balsa Wood Propeller for Large Planes

The propeller shown in the picture is 17 ft. 6 in. in diam-

eter and is so light that it can be held in one hand. The
picture, however, shows only the core of the propeller which is

made of balsa wood. This material weighs only yg as much
as bireh or oak which are the ordinary woods used in pro-

peller construction.

Very large airplanes and airships require propellers of

great diameter for efficient operation but one of the objec-

tions to these has been their great weight. This new type

of propeller is made up of extremely light balsa wood and a

number of thin coats of hardwood veneer applied to the out-

side of the balsa core. The propeller resulting from this

construction weighs only about 3 /3 or ]/i as much as the solid

wood propellers formerly used and is quite strong, due to the

hardwood veneer.

The balsa wood is obtainable in comparatively small pieces

and has to be joined together by suitable splicing in order

to form a large enough block from which to carve the pro-

peller. The propeller is then carved out to the desired shape

by means of accurate templates.

Two other pictures show the workmen applying the veneer

coating to the balsa core.

The veneer is applied in strips about 2 in. wide and 1/64 in.

thick, one layer being placed longitudinally of the blade and
the next at an angle of 45 deg. One side of the veneer is

coated with glue and an ordinary electric flatiron is used to

iron the veneer down ngninst the balsa wood. This insures

good adhesion between the veneer and balsa wood and the

process is carried out rapidly since the heat from the iron

hastens the setting of the glue.

The saving in weight accomplished in this particular pro-
peller shown in the picture would permit four extra passen-
gers being carried in an airship so equipped since two of
theso large propellers are required to drive an airship such as
the Army’s semi-rigid RS-1.

Aviation Progresses in Peru
Comdr. Arnold B. Grow, head of the Vnited States Naval

Mission to Peru, which lor three years has been reorganizing
the naval aviation service of that country, returned, on Jan.
17. to the United States. Commander Grow said that Peru
has progressed steadily in aviation. Here to purchase six
planes tin the establishment ot an air service between Limn

sisted of three antiquated planes and a small personnel. At
present the air station at Ancon, twenty miles North of the

capital, has a personnel of 156.

In speaking of the service between Lima and Iquitos, Com-
mander Grow said that the latter city, which is a rubber center,

is 701) miles inland and at the far side ot the Andes Moun-

Amerirn to Para and then up the Amazon, or cross the Andes
at a height of 17.000 ft. This involves a journey of one day
by train, one by auto, seven by pack mule, two in a canoe
and from six to fifteen days in boats. By air. the trip could
lie accomplished in two days. Passengers will cross the Andes,
from Lima, by train. At the East side of the Andes an air

station will he built and the rest of the trip will he made by
plane. Roth passengers and mail will be carried.

Bibliography of Aeronautics, 1923
The Synopsis of the Bibliography of Aeronautics, 1923.

which is published by the National Advisory Committee *for

Aeronautics, covers literature issued from Jan. 1 to Doc. 31,

1923. It contains the work of the Smithsonian Institution,

issued ns volume 55 of the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Col-

lections. covering material published prior to June 30, 1909.

and also the work of the National Advisory Committee for

Aeronautics as published in the Bibliography of Aeronautics

for the venrs 1909 to 1910. 1917 to li)]9. 1920 to 1921 and
1922.

As in the Smithsonian volume and in the Bibliography of
Aeronautics for the years 1909 to 1916. 1917 to 1919. 1920 to

1921. and 1922. citations of the publications of all nations

have been included in the languages in which these publica-

tions originally appeared. The arrangement is in dictionary

form with author and subject entry, and one alphabetical ar-

rangement. Detail in the matter of subject references has been
omitted on account of the cost of presentation, hut an at-

tempt has been made to give sufficient cross reference for re-

search in special lines.

The Bibliography of Aeronautics. 1923, contains 143 pages,

and mav he obtained direct from the Superintendent of Docu-

ments. Government Printing Office, Washington. D. C.. at 25c

Imperial Airways, Ltd., Quarterly Record

For the quarter ending Sept. 30, 1926, the Imperial Air-

ways, Limited, of London. Eng., reported the following statis-

tical record ; Number of flights made, 1,730, mileage covered,

302.960. passengers carried, 7.893, freight carried, including

baggage and mails. 331 tons.
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Aviation in the Argentine
Possibilities of Air Transportation are Good In Spite of Rail Competition. Aerial Service and

Private Flying Promising Fields.

By PAUL J. HOMES

T
HIS ACCOUNT of my impressions and conclusions re-

garding the future of aviation in the Argentine is not

based upon a study of operating data. In this part of

South America only a tew attempts at commercial operation

have been made, and these, with the exception of two recent

ventures, have resulted in failure. In March, 1926, mail and

passenger service was again opened between Buenos Aires

and Montevideo; also mutes have been established between

Mar Chiqnita, Cordoba, Villa Dolores, and Rio Quarto during

the past eighteen months, but these lines have not been in

operation long enough either to succeed or fail. Accordingly,

I have been forced to draw my conclusions from persona!

study and observation of such factors as appear at this

time to be most pertinent to the future of aviation, coupled

with what 1 could learn through conversation with men both

inside and outside the industry. Of these, only a few ap-

peared to have more than a passing interest in, or knowledge

of aviation. For these reasons and the fact that I was in the

country only a short time (less than three months) this does

not purport to be the last word on any phase of the subject

here. However, certain facts stand out so clearly that they de-

serve careful consideration.

Buenos Aires a Suitable Center

For a preliminary survey of this sort, restricted both in

time and extent, the Argentine is probably the most favorable

part of 'lie country, principally because of its advanced de-

velopment with respect to the other South American countries

and the fact that the earliest attempts at commercial aviation

were made here, most of the proposed lines radiating from

Buenos Aires to the more remote parts of the Republic and

to adjoining countries. In addition, probably no other section

of the whole South American continent offers to such an extent

as does Buenos Aires and central Argentina certain adjuncts

commonly considered among the most essential to commercial

aviation, vis : urban population, wealth, and inland commerce.

In both Europe and the United States, military aviation has

been one of the most important factors in the early develop-

ment of commercial aviation. It has furnished landing fields,

air routes, und engineering research, and has kept the industry

alive. But military aviation bears no such relation to the in-

dustry here. All their equipment, for the present, at least,

must be imported; appropriations are small and uncertain,

and, of course, the country’s position among nations does not

warrant any such military development as the greater powers

are forced to foster. For these and other reasons, which I

shall mention later, commercial aviation in this country, es-

pecially if it is to como at all soon, must do its own pioneer-

ing, depending upon private capital and enterprise. Of

course, mail service would involve subsidies of some sort but

for profitable large-scale operation, the principal revenues

must come from other sources.

Before going into a more detailed discussion of operation,

I will deal briefly with the vicinity in and around Buenos

Aires as a possible field for sales. An undue portion of the

native wealth of the Argentine seems to be centered in Buenos

Aires and its suburbs. There are many wealthy families here

with large incomes, and the principal source of many of these

incomes appears to be large tracts of land on the Pampas,

granted in an earlier day when land valuation was very low.

These tracts are either farmed or grazed and many of them

arc at a considerable distance from the Capital, necessitating,

at the present time, long train rides to reach them inasmuch

as there are practically no rural highways that are at all de-

pendable for automobile traffic, particularly during the rainy

season. For these journeys the airplane is admirably adapted

;

furthermore, the terrain in this section provides an almost con-

tinuous landing field tor several hundred miles in any direc-

tion toward the interior.

Crop Dusting Possibilities

Of the great agricultural plain, totalling 250,000,000 acres,

roughly one-fourth is under cultivation, the huge land-owners
finding that grazing yields a sufficiently large income without

entailing the larger overhead and closer supervision that goes

with farming. But, under the pressure of economic develop-

ment and public opinion, more and more of this area is being
cultivated, and, in connection with agricultural expansion is

the problem or combating the crop-destroying insects, chief

of which are locusts which come at intervals in such numbers
as to sweep everything clean in their path. So far, the most
effective means of stopping them has been the erection of
sheet-iron barriers several feet in height by which they are
herded, in the “hopper” stage, into large pits where they are
burned or otherwise destroyed. But this appears to be a
rather expensive, as well as cumbersome, remedy. Early in

1924, the Minister of Agriculture contracted with the Beth-
lehem Steel Co. for 38,000 tons of galvanized sheet-iron for

this purpose at a cost of $4,500,000. This should last for
several years but if the locusts could be effectually destroyed
by dusting with an insecticide from an airplane it would seem
that the same territory could be covered at a much smaller
expenditure of both time and money and with the added ad-
vantage that the equipment could be put to other uses during
the other seasons of the year. If practicable, this work might
furnish a remunerative side-line, for companies engaged in

other kinds of aircraft operation such as aerial mapping and

There is the further possibility that the younger members
of the well-to-do set will take up flying ns a sport or as a
means of reaching near-by cities or sea-side resorts. For this
type of business a thrco-seater airplane of moderate price
would probably be best adapted at first, and, in view of the
Possible length of cross-country flights, a relatively high speed
should be the most important item of its performance—sav
120 in.p.h. As to the probable number of sales this particular
field might afford in the near future that could be determined
only by a more thorough study of the situation. In the sale
of foreign products here, however, the airplane enjoys one
important advantage not accorded other articles of American
manufacture. It comes in duty free, whereas automobiles, for
instance, pay an import duty of 35 per cent ad valorem; and
in Uruguay some American machinery pays as much as 40
per cent or more.

few Military Jrlanes Bought

The sale of military airplanes to the Government here has,
as yet, afforded only a limited amount of business, and that
priucipady to European companies. Although some American
machines are probably superior to these, their prices are con-
siderably above the former's, and that is a very important
factor at this time in view of the Government’s limited finan-
cial resources. This arm of the service, however, will develop
rapidly.

r

The problem of commercial operation in this country is a
matter of speculation but it has attracted attention from other
nations, especially those of Europe. Very shortly after the
War, four missions were sent over by three leading European
powers—two by England and one each by France and Italy
The last named two came in 1919-20 with 21 and 23 machines,
respectively, together with equipment and supplies. The two
missions set up a lively competition in attempting long non-
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stop flights and various other demonstrations, and both at-

tempted to establish training schools for pilots, sales agen-

cies, etc. Little was accomplished and, after a year or more,

both missions returned to Europe.
Later, a well-known British company sent over a mission.

Among its enterprises was the first Buenos Aires-Montevideo

airline, which failed. The British sent over another mission,

which also failed. Each time the service was operated with a

reputed capitalization of 300,mill pesos (an Argentine paper
peso is worth at par approximately 40c in American money).
One failure came closely upon the withdrawal of the Govern-
ment mail subsidy after having operated but a tew months,
and, accordingly, the failure was quite generally attributed to

this lack of support. Since that time two other missions have
come, the German Junkers and an American one in the form
of the Curtiss Export Co., under Lawrence Leon, formerly

of the United States Air Service. Mr. Leon lias been here

four years conducting sales and maintenance of Curtiss planes,

and training pilots. The Junkers people, on the other hand,

have gone in for the development and operation of airlines,

and their activities include projects in several South American
countries, among which are the present Buenos Aires-Monte-
video line and the short lines in the region of Cordoba. The
first of the Cordoba lines was opened in January, 1925, be-

tween Cordoba and Villa Dolores, with a subsidv from the

Province of Cordoba, but it is difficult to get any definite

information about them. It is a more or less mountainous
region with limited railway communication, and has probably
been chosen because the importance of the towns connected
and the business between them warranted better service than
the railroads could offer. The Buenos Aires-Montevideo line

operates, four-passenger Junkers seaplanes on a regular sched-
ule three days per week—Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
The plane leaves Buenos Aires at noon for Montevideo and
starts back for Buenos Aires at 3 :00 p.m. the same afternoon.
Although the Junkers people have given out no information
about this line other than brief monthly reports, it is appar-
ently subsidized through the postal departments of both the

Argentine and Uruguayan Governments. This service was
opened in March, 1926, and lias continued without interruption

to date. Some idea of the extent of the operations may be ob-
tained I rum the following operating statistics:

140 -in ph

Bozgneo
I - V l> ! I

1M V*

Aii Transport Schedules Bail

From first considerations it would appear Hint a line with

these two important capitals as terminals should enjoy a pa-

tronage that no other two cities in these parts could offer,

especially since the only other means of transportation is a
boat which requires some nine hours in passage. Although
the plane, travelling at an average speed of 85 or 90 m.p.h.,

covers the distance in less than two hours it operates at a dis-

tinct disadvantage, both ns a mail carrier and time saver for

the business man. under the present schedule of one round
trip per day, for obviously these two services demand at

least a daily schedule. Furthermore, since one plane makes
the round trip, and allows less than two hours between ar-

rival and departure at Montevideo it can rarely serve for
the hurried one-dav business trip, and. thereby, loses its larg-

est inherent advantage over water transportation. The boats,

on the other hand, leave at 10 :00 p.m.—one each from Buenos
Aires and Montevideo—and arrive at 7 :00 a.m. the following
morning. Thus, the business man has a full day in the city,

all at a cost of 40 pesos which includes a bprth and light

breakfast each way. By air. the round trip costs 90 pesos.

However, if one travels by plane, leaving Ruenos Aires at
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12:00 noon, and returns by boat the same night only a half-

day is lost from the office. This appears to be the one re-

deeming feature of this line, excepting its advantage for fast

one-way service. But real efficiency will come only when the

patronage justifies a daily schedule with two or more planes

in operation.

Natural Factors

Since the United States is commonly considered to be better

adapted to commercial aviation than any other nation, a com-
parison of its assets with those of the Argentine should give

an idea of the relative possibilities of the latter in this field.

Population, as the factor of prime importance, involves, in

this instance, several elements of quite as much consequence

as actual numbers, viz: distribution, wealth, occupation, habits,

and standards of living. Though an agricultural nation, one-

fifth of the country’s 10,000,000 population is concentrated in

the city of Buenos Aires alone, and the rural population com-
prises but 42 per cent of the total. Though this, in itself,

might be a point in favor, especially in establishing pioneer

lines, it is partially discounted by the fact, mentioned before,

that the wealth is even more concentrated than the popidation.
As a result, the Argentine has no middle class, while it is this

class, in the United States, which will probably furnish the

bulk of air transport patronage. This unusual state of affairs

has had a far-reaching effeet and has possibly shaped na-
tional policies as well as the social and economic life of the

people. It may even help to explain the lack of native initi-

ative and ambition which has allowed foreign interests to
monopolize such vital industries as railroads and shipping.

But, as a whole, the members of the wealthy class here

—

the only ones in a position, at inis time, to take the initiative

in these matters—are apparently content to devote their time
and fortunes to high living, and to let the country develop
in accordance with economic laws. Accordingly, with both
agriculture and the industries in a rudimentary stage of
development there is an over-supply of both skilled and un-
skilled labor which has resulted in low wage scales and a

standard of living that would not be tolerated in the United
States. It follow’s, then, that a large percentage of the

Argentine people cannot afford to travel much, even if they
were so inclined.

In contrast, the United States, with its population of
120,000,000, has no essentially poor or destitute class. The
American public, including those of moderate means, has ac-
quired a taste for travel which it is not apt to lose, and when
aerial transportation has won the confidence of the public
and lias taken its place as a safe and reliable means of travel,
it will undoubtedly get its full share of the business.

Airway vs. Railway

As a possible competitor of the airplane the railroad must
be taken into account, particularly at this stage of the game.
It seems to be a common impression in the United States
that South American countries are. without exception, very
poorly equipped in this respect, and with the exception of
the Argentine it is quite correct; but this country really is

admirably served by railroads, and they arc not so far' be-

hind our own in matters of speed and comfort as might be
supposed. Of the 23,000 miles of railways, more than 14,000
are owned by private corporations, and the rest by the State.
The best roads are, quite naturally, the privately owned ones,
and these are principally British, both stock and operation.
They radiate from Buenos Aires, as the principal terminal,
to the larger and more important cities, most of which lie

in or near the central part, classified ns the cereal region.
They operate upon daily schedules (Sunday usually excepted),
and the better trains make very good time. The fare, how-
ever. is high, being double that in the United States. Freight

But the good railroads here are not necessarily an obstacle
to the practicability of establishing airlines. Tn any region
where railroads are very difficult and expensive to liuild the
airplane may be the only efficient means of transportation
for anything but heavy and bulky cargos, ns is evidenced.

for example, by the success of the Scaata line in Colombia.

The airplane, though, has its own commodity, speed, and
as the demand for speed is constantly increasing, aerial trans-

portation will have its own sphere. It will handle some of
the business that heretofore has belonged to railroads and
steamship lines but it may even create business for them by
stimulating production and industry just as the motor trnck
has augmented the railroad business instead of injuring it.

Aside from its speed, the airplane has another inherent

advantage over other systems of transportation in that it is.

independent of the physical characteristics of the country
over which it flies. This probably has been the one greatest

hindrance to the extension of railroads, yet they have gradu-
ally pushed on to the very outskirts of civilization even at

enormous cost; and while this has required a long period
of time the airplane will cover its period of experimentation

and pioneering in a few years, for without the expensive
construction and maintenance of way routes can be estab-

lished, tried, and if unprofitable, abandoned at a relatively

insignificant loss of both time and money when compared
with railroads.

The application of the airplane in transportation must be
considered as a rapid carrier of passengers, mail, express,

and light freight. I have already touched upon the passen-
ger phase of it in the Argentine, and it is this factor that
indicates that there will be neither an immediate nor rapid
development of commercial aviation in the Argentine. In
its present state it is essentially an agricultural country

;
there

is very little manufacturing of any sort, with the result that
the country’s commercial life is largely international trade

—

the exportation of meat, cereals, and raw materials, and the
importation of manufactured and finished products.

Progress Will Be Slow

Though my investigations have been limited to the Argen-
tine the more general aspect of the situation probably applies
m part to most of the other Latin-American countries, in-

cluding Central America and Mexico. Of the Argentine, I
would say in conclusion, there is nothing to indicate any-
thing but a very slow development of commercial aviation
within the next five years. What will follow this period is

too uncertain to predict now, but any American company
expecting eventually to extend its operations to any part
of South America would do well to begin its investigations
early, selecting for operation regions where, because of un-
usual local conditions, short lines can make their wav in
advance of the more general development that will come
later. These key positions, coupled with the experience thus
gained should greatly facilitate subsequent expansion. For
several years past the Junkers people have been following
such a policy with characteristic thoroughness, and today
their organization is practically alone in the field. Other
companies disregarding these preliminary projects may later
experience considerable difficulty in establishing themselves.

An Approved Aviation Lubricant

During the past year a new lubricant has been introduced
with considerable success into the aviation field. The product
is a permanent blend of castor and mineral oils, and is said to
give economical performance because of lower consumption
and added flying hours, despite its slightly higher first cost.

Reports say that this oil has three times the life of other oils,

and therefore it increases the factor of safety and lengthens

life of engine.

This oil, known as Caspar, is manufactured by the Caspar
Oil Corp.,-of New York. Preliminary tests recently made at

the Air Corps Engineering Division, McCook Field, Dayton,
O., are understood to have demonstrated that Caspar Oil has
qualities which make it a valuable lubricant for aircraft en-

Among aircraft operators who have adopted this lubricant

are the New England Aircraft Co., of Hartford, Conn.
;
Rog-

ers Air Line, of Florida; Rinehart-Whelan Co. of Dayton, O.,

and the Sikorsky company of New York.
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Allison Builds High-Lift Wings

The Allison Airplane Company, of Lawrence, Kan., has

been making a special study of the equipment of commercial

airplanes, such as the Jenny, Canuck and Standard, with

wings of modem design, suitable for economical cross-country

flights. In this work, the Allison Company has achieved

considerable success, an example of which may be cited in

the case of the new set of wings recently supplied to Joe
Shalz of Brewster, Kan., for his Standard J-l. These wings
are of normal construction, but incorporate a high-lift sec-

tion, and are of arrow-type plane form, the sweepbaek being
very marked. Mr. Shalz recently flew his modified Standard
from Lawrence to Brewster, a distance of 400 miles, in 5
hr., on 45 gal. of gasoline, while, with its original wings, this

trip took 7 hr., and 60 gal. of gasoline were consumed.
It will be seen that the speed of the plane is increased

considerably in this modified form. In carrying out this

modification in the Standard J-I, the fuselage has been short-
ened 26 in. and the wings have been so designed that the
relationship of the center of gravity to the center of pressure
is maintained constant. At the roots, the wings actually at-

tach to the fuselage by means of the original connections,

both on the center section and the lower longeron of the

fuselage. The sweepbaek, which is equal on upper and lower
wings, is so arranged as to maintain normal balance on the

plane and the same wire system in the interplanc bracing is

employed as in the original wing structure.

According to the Allison Company, with the pilot alone,

the plane flies level with the control stick released, while with
two passengers, ‘who sit in the rear cockpit, the machine is

slightly tail-heavy. On the other hand, if the engine is cut,

the plane actually takes up its normal gliding course.
In size, the new Allison wings are smaller than the original

Standard type. The wing spread of the modified plane is

32 ft., ns compared with 44 ft. for the Standard J-l, and
the chord of the wing is reduced from 6 ft. to 5 ft. 3 in.

It is understood that the weight of the wings with struts
and wires is 100 lb. less than the weight of the original wing
structure.

The accompanying photographs show Mr. Simla's Standard
with the Allison modified high-lift wings.

A number of airplanes, of the Jenny, Canuck and Standard
types, are now being equipped with the Allison high-lift
wings, and the results obtained have been highly satisfactory.

South Jersey Aviation Club
The South Jersey Aviation Club, of Camden, N. J., was

organized in June, 1925, and in October of that year an air

meet was held at the l’ine Valley Flying Field. In July of
1926 a second meet was held, participated in by thirty planes,

which had flown to the races from a radius of 200 miles.

From this time until the present the activities of the club have
been increasing and it now comprises one hundred members.
Major Earl A. Cryne, U.S.A.R., is president, and the flying

activities in South Jersey center about this organization.

The purpose of the club is to promote the development of
civil, commercial and military aviation in South Jersey. To
serve the members and the community, by bringing together

all air-minded people for their mutual advantage, to help

members gain experience in and knowledge of aviation and
to cooperate with every other agency to these ends. Another
activity of the club is the formation of a National Guard air

unit for South Jersey and also a reserve unit. This plan is

being promoted at the present time. An effort is also being
made to build up the enlisted reserve personnel of the Air
Corps units and to stimulate interest in a municipal flying

field, for the City of Camden, where a National Guard squad-

ron would be located. The field is in the heart of Camden,
along the river-front, making the establishment of a seaplane

base possible.

Special rates for flying service and instruction have been

granted all elub members by a local company, and the com-
ing Spring will find a class taking advantage of these rates.

Meetings are held every first Friday of the month. Every
meeting is addressed by two or three authoritative speakers

and many reels of Air Corps film have been shown. One of

the club's best publicity mediums is “The Pilot”, a small

club organ issued monthly. In its columns a brief review of

domestic and foreign aviation activities are given and all

local aviation news is brought to the attention of the readers.

Plans for the air circus, to be held in the Third Regiment
Armory, Iladdon Ave. and Mickle St., Camden, are now com-
pleted, and great success is expected.

The officers of the elub are: Earl A. Cryne, president,

Charles Horner, first vice-president, Charles Kirkbride, second

vice-president. A. S. Saltus, treasurer and Robert P. Hewitt,

chief pilot. Its directors are: David Stern, Volnev Bennett,

Frank Hiteliener. C. P. Sherwood. Charles Horner, S. S. Sal-

tus. Jr.. Earl A. Cryne and Robert P. Hewitt.
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D R. IKG. Earnest Heinkel, of Germany, lias earned mi

enviable reputation as a designer of planes which were

somewhat out ot the ordinary. His specialty has been

simplicity of construction and ease ot dismounting and as-

semblage. His latest product the HD-20 is fitted with two

Wright Whirlwind engines and is designed for observation

work. The twin-engine principle 1ms many advantages for

photographic work. It allows a degree of visibility forward

and to the sides which cannot be obtained in a single-engine

plane. Also, photographic planes are invariably used over

cities or over extremely rugged mountainous country where

a successful forced landing would be impossible. The low

power loading and the comparatively low wing loading enable

the plane to fly comparatively easily on one engine. The re-

serve power gives a high rate of climb and the ceiling of

16,400 ft, in the ease of the Heinkel HD-20 can be reached

The plane is a biplane with a small lower wing and a large

upper wing. The wings are heavily staggered and the gap
is large. The wing tips are rounded but not tapered in thick-

ness. The ailerons are in the upper wings only. The fuse-

lage is of steel while the wings are of wood and fabric. The
gasoline tanks are in the center of the upper wing which is

slightly thickened at this point and which is also cut at the

trailing edge to afford better visibility upward. An K type

brace runs from the top of the fuselage to the lower wing at

the point at which the engines are attached. From this point,

a Vee strut rnns to the two beams of the upper wing.

The landing gear is of the split-axle type, two of the legs

extending from the lower longerons of the fuselage and one

from the upper longeron. The triangle formed is very nar-

row from the point of view of side shocks.

The two Wright Whirlwinds are very nicely streamlined

into absolutely symmetrical power eggs from which only the

(iwo Wright Whirlwinds).
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heads of the cylinders protrude. The streamlining is completed

with a large spinner on the propellers. The outer circle of

the spinner is, however, of somewhat smaller diameter than

the inner edge of the power egg so that a draft of air is able

to reach the crankcase and the lower part of the cylinders of

each engine. The power eggs contain the oil tanks and are

demountable after removing the connections and undoing four

bolts.

The plane has three seats in a row, the pilot occupying the

center seat. The horizontal stabilizer is adjustable and the

photographer can sit cither in the very nose of the plane or

to the rear of the pilot. The rudder is of large area and bal-

anced and the vertical fin itself is adjustable so that the plane

is easily held on a straight course with only one engine going.

As a military observation plane, machine guns could be put

in both the forward and rear cockpits and a radio operator

could be carried. Due to its moderate landing speed and its

reliability, tried quality of the Whirlwind engines, the plane

would have great advantages for use at night. As the cock-

pit and engine arrangements are the same ns in the Martin
Bomber or in our latest twin-engine experimental bombers, a
machine of the HD-20 type could be used for light bombing
raids and would be very useful and economical as a school

bombing machine.

General Details

Ground Signaling on Imperial Airways Route

A new system of ground signals lias come into use in the

British Imperial Airways to denote to pilots the height of
clouds, visibility, and weather, at the airdromes of Croydon,
Biggin Hill and St. Inglevert oil the London-Paris route.

Each of these stations has four large white rectangular

panels placed in line on the surface of the airdrome. On
these lour panels are indicated

: (1) the letter denoting the

Symbol.

X -

K
C

below 150 ft, 1,000 ytl.

station, as C for Croydon: (2) the sign denoting the height

of the lowest cloud—'thus a single diamond means cloud

below 50 meters, up to nine diamonds denoting “no low

eioud”; (3) the third panel shows “visibility” starting with

one diamond for visibility less than 50 meters, up to nine

diamonds for 50,000 meters or more; (4) the fourth panel

gives the weather sign.

The fourth panel is used only when one of the four adverse

weather signs 1ms to be shown. The diagram will indicate

the system. Whether it is a system which may easily be mem-
orized hv pilots could only be ascertained by a closer study of

the exact details. It would appear, however, that some con-

fusion might result were more than one airplane flying above

the airdrome at one time since there is apparently no method

of indicating to which machine the signals referred. It would
seem that to a certain extent these signals duplicate the use

of radio communication to aircraft when the machines are over

an airport.
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What A Young Pilot Should Know
Tips From A Self-Made Instructor

T
llb! FOLLOWING guide to the coming pilot* of America

has been prepared by F. M. Wallace, of Bettendorf,

Iowa. Ue asserts that it has caused more cases of
“flyeetus" than any other mail course he knows. It is pub-
lished for the information of all concerned—and such others

I am very glad, indeed to acknowledge receipt of your check

for your training.

In going over your application 1 note that while you have

had no time in the air, you belong to an aeronautical society,

and hence are not entirely in the dark as to what its all about.

In order to have the valuable time which would be taken up
in going over the theory of flight upon your arrival here, 1

have hit on the highly original plan of writing you this letter

which will explain to you how to iiy, what to wear when you

fly, and how to act when you arrive at a properly regulated

flying Held.

You have many times seen aviatois strutting around flying

fields, so will know best how to act when you become one

countered among different types of students coming from dif-

crent walks of life, 1 hestitnte to prescribe any set rule for

conduct, but submit the following for your consideration.

First, get yourself a snappy l'ig and strut your stuff: By
snappy rig) I mean soin thing absolutely individual and dis-

tinctive. For example, a snappy, expensive pair of whip cord

breeches, worn with sturdy walking boots, silk shirt, and

gwalluff stockings set one off nicely. It should be born in

mind, however, that the motif of this get-up best illustrates a

spirit of sportsmanship. Be sure and act the part of bored

indifference to everything on earth except a devil-may-care

. brand of flying. Exhibit and parade yourself! Sell yourself.

Appear to' the lay onlooker a blase jaded, surfeited-with-

thrills sort of a person. You are now, you know, a bird man-
one of tlie gallant Knights of the Upper Air who dash around

fearing nothink. Look the part! This attitude never fails

to impress a large percentage of the onlookers, but may at

times be out of place. On occasions such as reliability tours,

race meets, and joint tours of inspection where local chapters

of aeronautical societies meet at a flying field with such other

civic bodies as Kiwanis, Rotary, Ad, Exchange, Y.M.C.A., and

chambers of commerce, an impression may be created by dress-

ing in this way.

By appearing on the scene in this garb, duck through the

ropes and saunter carelessly around the area where the visit-

ing ships arc parked. When you hear the buzz of conversation

which follows your appearance, scan the horizon a while and

then, shading your face with your hands, look anxiously up
toward the sun as though fearful for the safety of some com-

rade of the air. This gag always gets a full measure of at-

tention and is highly impressive. Going back to the matter

of costume for just a minute I may suggest that you may add

rather a develish touch to your get up by sewing in a piece

of highly colored elastic to your goggles. It invariably

creates the impression that you have a love affair with some

mysterious woman. An aviatrix can get the same results by

smoking violet cigarettes.

On the public occasions mentioned, one influence which de-

tracts just a little from the effectiveness of the aviation at-

mosphere I have shown you how to surround yourself

with, is the corps of checkers, number bearers and official

badge wearers who keep running madly up and: down between

you and the crowd. It is a tough brand of competition to

meet, but a little thoughtful study of the situation will at least

help you to hold up your end. If you can not center attention

on yourself any other way, dash over to one of the ships

parked' well in the freground and yank madly at the wires

as though inspecting the ship for possible defects. This al-

ways helps a lot, and should be increasingly effective as time
goes on and the Government inspectors multiply in numbers.
They will be doing the same thing for the same purpose, and
many onlookers will think you a Government Inspector.

So much, then for selling yourself, Regrettable as it may
seem, however, a person must actually buy a ship and fly once
in a while to escape being called a llodoek, so I will add a few
pointers on actual flight. To begin with, never admit you are
afraid. You are, naturally, but for Gosh sakes, don’t even
think it out loud. It just isn’t being done this year. Having
acquired a plane plastered so full of Government numbers
that the original design can’t be made out, you take your seat
in the rear, and your instructor climbs in the front sent. Then
taxi over to the side of the field facing the wind and gun her.

After giving her the gun, push her tail up a bit and let her
ramble till she feels pretty light, then help her a bit by just
the least little back pressure on the stick. Once in the air
set her at a fair climbing angle and let her wiggle, Avoid
the Nearer-My-God-To-Thec climbing turns ’till you’ve had
an hour or two at least.

of coun

little later

A Fearful Experience

You are now undergoing the fearful experience of flying,
and are precariously balanced up there in the thin air grip-
ping the joy stick and fervently hoping for the best. As you
sit there, tightly strapped in the cockpit and wishing you were
back on the good old ground again, the nose of the ship sud-
denly lurches upward, and the left wing careens downward.
This sickening situation is remedied by pushing the stick
slightly forward and to the right. Having regained your
breath and gotten back on an even keel again, everything goes
alright until you hit a hole. Suddenly the ship sinks, and
the nose falls, and she sticks her right wing down. This is

eracted by stick back and to the left, using the rudder,
whenever you use the joy stick. After fifteen or

>nty minutes of this practice on a bumpy day you have
rned to keep the ship stable fore and aft. Nothing has so
in in»™ —• t —

-it you to practice coordination of stick
rar oeen sain about your breakfast, as that will come up a
and rudder for several hours before attempting any time in
the air. If you do so, faithfully, you will get along alright.
If you do not do so, thinking it not necessary, you will either
skid badly, or go into a spin. Skidding may be corrected
by ruddering into the skid. Recovery may be made from the
spin by putting the stick in neutral and ruddering against
your direction of turn. You will note, that I say that recovery
may be made from the spin. One nice thing to remember
about spins is that the sooner you come out of one. the better
off you arc: Also, the higher up you are. Ships of the
newer type are so designed that it is impossible to fall into a
spin if you come within ten miles of flying correctly. In
other words, if you fly with your nose somewhere near the
horizon, don’t skid—much, and don’t cross your controls.

Well, you arc now ready to try a few banks, so with the
nose of your gaudily be-lettered and be-numbered' ship on
the horizon you dip the left wing, kick the left rudder, and
you are banking. As long ns your ship is in a banked posi-
tion and you arc not skidding, your bank is alright. If yon
skid, rudder into it Reverse the foraging to bank right.

Having mastered banks and straight-awny flying you are
now ready to take on landings. To inform' vo'u fullv as to
the various methods in vogue, I may say that the custom is to
land one point, two points, three points, four points, or
Chinese. The one point landing is made bv living in vertic-
ally, landing on the propeller; two points, by landing on the
propeller and wing center section; three points, by landing on
two wheels and tail skid. Four points means propeller, two
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wheels and radiator, and Chinese, Won Wing Low. A three

point landing is recommended to beginners. A good landing

is considered one after which the aviator gets out of the ship

and walks away unassisted. A very good landing is one after

which the aviator walks away from the ship unassisted, and in

addition asks you nonchalantly for a cigarette. By the way,

in asking for a cigarette, borrowing tools, mooching set

wrenches or talking the other fellow into doing the heavy lift-

ing for you, always make your request nonchalantly, act

bored, and assume an indifferent patronizing attitude toward
the askee.

The trouble is, though, that we’re getting away from land-

ings. From 20,000 feet up in the thin cold air you cut your
motor and the descent starts. After the motor has been cut,

a descent may be made either by pushing the stick slightly

forward or by pulling it back. If a slow, gradual descent is

desired, nose the ship down slightly and glide in to the field

selected for landing. If a quicker landing is desired just pull

the stick clear back and hold it there. In the former case it

is well to land into the wind, but in the latter it doesn’t make
n great deal of difference. A three point landing may be ac-

complished by gliding slowly in to the field and leveling off

close to the ground so that when the ship loses flying speed
it will not have over a few feet to fall.

Having proceeded this far you are almost all through. The
only thing ahead of you now is acrobatics, of which there arc

two kinds. First, the kind you do, and second, the kind you
say you do. I will first discuss the maneuvers you have to
learn as they are few and easy.

Bank your unlicensed, but highly decorated plane without

using any rudder. As she begins to slide to the low side use

enough top rudder to keep her sliding. Do not permit the

ship to turn. To come out of this maneuver, rudder into your
slip.

Bank the ship between BO deg. and 90 deg., and pull back

enough on the joy stick to make your turn tight. Pulling
back too far will cause a noticeable loss of speed, and not

pulling back hard enough will cause a side slip. Keep the

nose on the horizon with the rudder. Top rudder pulls your
nose up and bottom rudder pulls it down. In coming out of
the bank use ailerons first, then rudder. If rudder is used

prematurely it will help stall the ship.

Stalls

With your wings level, zoom the ship steeply and hold the

nose up until flying speed is gone. The ship will hang ap-
parently motionless for a second or two, then the nose will

drop suddenly into either a diving or spinning position. If
the nose falls with the wings level, the stall has been properly
accomplished. If the nose falls and at the same time the ship
starts to rotate either left or right it is starting to spin. This
may be instantly checked by vigorous use of rudder on the

high side.

Spirals

Spirals are executed the same as banks, except that gravity
takes the place of motor. The nose is dropped down low
enough to keep up flying speed. Recovery is made as in a nor-

mal bank. As this takes care of about all the flying it is

re-.lly necessary to do, so we will now turn to a discussion of
Acrobatics of this type should always be performed in the

proper surroundings. Having only my own limited exper-

ience to draw from, I cannot perhaps give a complete list of

the best locations for this class of acrobatics, but I generally

stick to cigar stores, lodge rooms, Chambers of Commerce,
and Civic Club dinners. Some of my friends say that wash
rooms, hotel lobbies, riding academies, country clubs, and soft

drink parlors are equally as good.
Looping is always good, for a start. In looping it is well

to use a piece of cardboard, holding it in one hand to demon-
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sink gracefully to one knee. Then
standing on your tiptoes as she „oes over the top.

goes over the top, describe how the oil, gasoline and water
sometimes drip out and are splashed in your face by the

;r, as this helps materially to create a real-

Don’t forget that looping, properly described

always makes a big fellow of you. After performing

it generally goes over big to an

This is done by corkscrewing your ship around in one

complete circle. Obviouslv a bar room is the best place to

barrel. If the listener tries to get too technical or heckle

you about the modus operandi, talk learnedly of incidence,

moment of inertia and dihedral angle. I’ve heard of a few

obstinate cases that dihedral didn’t check, but very few. As
an emergency measure try the inverse ratio of yaw to induced

drag. That usually knocks 'em cold.

The Whole Works

When you have ’em well warmed up on barrel rolling,

looping, and the inverse ratio, the time is ripe to give them

the whole works. Fog flying, storms, lightning, sky writing,

tho party you pulled off with the Mayor's daughter down at

Miami, and your Air Mail experiences are good stuff, but

beware of wing walking, plane changing, and chute work, as

it’s really been quite oversold. Half the boys in town have

already done it, and you may either lose your listeners or

heye to share the glory with someone else. This is always

to be avoided if possible. If you mention Air Service, better

make it France ns France is farther away—also more romantie.

Fnrther instruction in The-Kind-We-Say-We-Do is not

necessary, and the details of the imagined combats, close calls,

washouts and wild escapades can best be worked out by your-

self. Practice makes perfect, and its really surprising how
a fellow can improve his line if he will just keep consistently

With this instruction you ought to make a first class all-

around pilot, and need no fnrther training until yon have

reached a degree of competency which will qualify you to

take your Government License Tests, at which time yon will

be ready for your

Post Graduate Course

This course, which is necessarily of a highly technical na-

ture, puts the graduate pilot on speakine terms with The
Pschycology of Instruction and other closely related prob-

lems. I will not attempt to describe this rather complicated

course in detail, ns the subject matter is too highly technical

to be understood by anyone hut an expert. However, a few

of the subjects treated will be listed in order that informa-

tion regarding this important work may he disseminated.

Chapter 1—The Student And The Problems He Creates.

a. Getting him signed up.

b. Getting him in the air after he is signed up.

c. Keeping him in the air after the course starts.

d. Reassuring desirable student when frightened.

e. Methods of frightening undesirable student who frightens

instructor.

Chapter 2

—

Instructors Alibis.

a. Too hazy.

b. No horizon.

c. Too much or too little dihedral.

d. Motor won’t rev up.

e. Too rough.

f. Water in the gas.

g. Very, very, important business down town requiring

. immediate attention (used extensively by the writer).

Chapter 3

—

Best Methods of lobbying for or against further

regulation.

a. Form letters to Congress.

b. Form telegrams to Congress.

c. Speeches before Kiwanis, Rotary, etc.

1. Copy of speeches to newspapers.
2. Copy of speeches to aviation magazines.

Chapter 4—How to get co-operation of Modocks.
a. Get it if you can.

b. Get it any way you can.

c. After you’ve got it, hold it if you can.

d. Finding use for it, if possible, after and if, you get it.

I will conclude this rather tiresome and lengthy treatise

on modern flying by expressing the hope, that when you
have finished your flying training you will first consider the
advantages of my Post Graduate Course for the finishing

touch to your aeronautical education.

Midwest Reports Successful Year
Since the Fall of 1921, when local members of the old Mon-

mouth Flying Club furnished the capital which established the
Midwest Airways Corporation, Monmouth, 111. has been a cen-

ter of activity for fliers. Each year since then the soncern
has increased its business, which has been conducted at a
profit even when the business consisted principally of passen-
ger carrying and the training of students.

Last year the corporation sold twenty-one new Wacos and
eight used planes. Business from the sale of planes, parts,

passenger carrying and student training for the period
amounted to a little more than $70,000.

Sales prospects for the coming year, judging from the in-

terest shown by business men of the Middle West in new
planes, will make it necessary for John Livingston, manager
of the company, to devote his entire time to sales work in

Illinois and Iowa. The first delivery of a new Waco in 1927
was made on Jan. 14.

A little more than a year ago, through the work of Mr.
Livingston, the Midwest Airways Corporation took over the

agency for the Waco. Facilities of the concern were greatly
increased when it purchased, from flying profits, the hangar
used by the development division of the Air Mail Service,

when it was located in Monmouth. This, with two other mod-
ern hangars of substantial construction, makes it possible to

house all of the company's planes and to overhaul machines
for other operators.

Plane Finds Jungle Pygmies

The record of the exploration of Professor Matthew W.
Stirling, who in November, 1925, left San Francisco with
four companions and a Yackey Transport, to explore the New
Guinea jungle, lins reached America, and is replete with in-

terest, A British expedition of a few years ago advanced
five miles in five weeks in the same section that Professor
Stirling and his party were able to travel in a few days by
means of the plane. As a result of its value, Professor Stirl-

ing cannot speak highly enough of the Yackcy Transport. In
the approach to the Central Nassau Mountains many lives

were lost among native boatmen and soldiers furnished by the

Dutch Government of the East Indies. Here it was that the

lost race of pygmies, the objective of the expedition, was lo-

cated. He found them with a language and customs totally

different from any other people on earth and is bringing back
with him facts regarding other tribes and creatures of the

jungle little known to civilized man.

Beacon on Mont Valerien

The new beacon, which has been constructed on Mont Val-

erian, France, has undergone satisfactory tests. It will be one

of the principal beacons on the airway between London, Mar-
seilles and India. There is a similar station at Saint-Affriquc,

near Dijon. Both these beacons have an illuminating power

equal to a million candles. Mont Valerien has a searchlight

with two reflectors each over six feet in diameter. It sends

out a vertical beam which is visible ninety miles away. Other

lighted landmarks for the guidance of airplanes are situated

at Berck, Abbeville and Beauvais.
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The McCarthy Air Scout
A Two-Place Cabin Commercial Plane ivith Anzani Engine.

T
HE McCarthy Aeronautical Engineering Company, Inc.,

of Detroit, Mich., was organized in Grand Rapids,

Mich., and incorporated under the laws of Michigan,

May 12, 1925, with capitalization of $100,000. This company

was later acquired by the Michigan Securities Commission,

with a paid-in capital of $51,000., the balance, $49,000., rep-

resenting common stock, being authorized for sale in the state.

The officers of the company are : Harold H. Cornelius, pres-

ident, George L. McCarthy, vice-president, and Wilmer T.

Davis, secretary and treasurer.

The first airplane manufactured by this company, is called

the Air Scout, and is a semi-cantilever cabin type, ‘2-place

monoplane. It was successfully test-flown by C. D. Swinson,

a former Army pursuit pilot, on Jan. 15, 1925, and for five

months, during the Fall and Winter of 1925 and 1920, the

plane was continuously flown under the most adverse condi-

tions, without an alteration or an adjustment of any descrip-

Tho plane is powered with an Anzani, 45 bp. engine, which

gives ample reserve power for all conditions of flying. In

January, 1926, the plane flew from the factory, at Lowell,

to Grand Rapids, a distance of eighteen miles, gaining an al-

titude of 3,000 ft., with the wall of one cylinder completely

blown out owing to an engine failure.

The Air Scout was designed for the use of organizations re-

quiring the speedy transportation of light loads. The plane

is strongly Constructed, safe to fly and can be cheaply oper-

ated. It is especially suited as a medium for advertising, and

for private flying.

The Wing Structure

Each wing is composed of two large spars, constructed of

spruce strips and planked with three-ply birch. Tho ribs,

thirteen to each wing, are constructed ol channeled spruce

members, with three-ply birch eapstrips. All joints are care-

fully glued and fastened with screws, no nails being used in

the wing structures. The trailing edges are of cable. Each
side wing is securely attached to the upper part of the fuse-

lage by two large steel bolts from the inside, and three steel

tube struts, which are streamlined with balsa wood. One of

these go forward to the nose of the fuselage, bolting directly

to the engine plane.

The inner end of each wing contains a 5 gal. gasoline tank,

with a filler-cup, opening through the upper surface, and two

outlets, one in each end of the tank, to supply a constant feed

at all flying angles. Both wings can be completely removed

The fuselage, which measures 16 ft. in length, 48% in. in

height, and 24 in. in width, is constructed of four laminated

ash and spruce longerons, and eight bulkheads of spruce, se-

curely tied with three-ply birch gusset planes, glued and fast-

ened iu position with screws. The complete structure of the

first plane was covered with vulcanized fibre, shrunk on and

fastened with brads and glue. This covering is now being

dispensed with, a three-ply birch covering being used instead.

This is shrunk on and fastened in the same manner as the fiber

and gives a much more rigid construction.

The Cabin

The cabin has an unobstructed compartment, 7 ft. iu length

and contains the pilot’s scat in the rear and the passenger’s

seat forward. The controls, which are single, are to the rear

of the passenger's seat and leave the entrance clear so that

pilot and passenger can get in and out with ease. The in-

strument board is in the upper part of the cabin, forward of

the passenger, and in complete view of the pilot and passen-

ger. The cabin contains seven windows. The five forward

windows, one of which is in the top, are covered with celluloid,

and the two rear windows near the pilot are open. The cabin,

with the exception of a paneled section above the passenger’s

seat, which is varnished natural wood, is completely uphol-

stered in Spanish leather.

The landing gear is of the conventional type and constructed

of two steel tube Vees, a steel tube spanner, and is held rigid

by two cables across the forward part. The Vee struts are

streamlined with balsa wood. The wheels are of the. wire

type, with fabric covering and 26 in. by 3 in. tires. The axle

is held in place by a % in. rubber cord. The Vee connections

io the fuselage are pin typo.

The stabilizer and fin, which are of extremely thick sections,

are built directly into the fuselage and are not removable nor
adjustable. The elevators and rudder are of thick sections.
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Another view of the McCarthy

as are also other surfaces, and are not balanced. The control

surfaces have cable trailing edges and arc built up of spruce
and plywood spars, with ribs of channeled spruce and three-

ply birch capstrips. The tail skid is of laminated ash leaves,

which arc only secured at the top end. The lower loaf has a

The controls are the cable and pulley type. The control

horns are of streamlined form and of steel. The rubber bar
has been replaced by an equaliser under the pilot's seat and
two foot pedals. The aileron control wires operate inside the

The Powerplant
The powerplant is an Anzani six cylinder engine, rated at

45 hp. at 1,450 r.p.m. It is mounted on a steel plate securely

fastened to a one inch laminated birch bulkhead by twenty

Vi in. steel bolts. The engine is covered on the two sides by
small aluminum cowlings. The carburetor, which is fastened
directly to the bottom of the engine, is on the outside of the

plane and receives the gasoline by gravity from two tanks in

the wings, through eight feet of copper tubing. This arrange-
ment goes far in removing the fire hazard due to engine back-
fire. The magneto and oil pump are inside of the fuselage,
which eliminates magneto failures from moisture. A three-ply
birch-paneled bulk head separates the oil tank, the oil pump

and the magneto from the cabin.

The plane is finished in Valentine’s gray enamel with black

enamel fittings throughout.

Specifications

The specifications of the Air Scout together with the manu-

facturer's Spires of performance are as follows:
^ ^

Hydrogen as Fuel for Airships
A series of experiments on a solid-injection fuel engine, for

the purpose of ascertaining the effects of the admission of
small quantities of hydrogen during the suction stroke, have
been conducted by the engineering laboratories of Manchester
University, England.

Three series of trials were run with hydrogen, each with a
different load. These experiments were recently discussed at

a joint meeting of the Royal Aeronautical Society and the

Institution of Automobile Engineers.

As the supply of oil fuel is consumed by an airship in

flight, a corresponding amount of hydrogen must be released,

and the experiments in question were undertaken to determine
whether or not this waste hydrogen might be utilized to replace
a portion of the oil fuel supplied to the engines. The maxi-
mum amount of hydrogen used in the experiments was slightly

more than 3 per cent by volume of the corresponding air

supply at the lightest load, to approximately 14 per cent by
weight of the oil-fuel supply. Three corresponding series of
trials were also made using coal gas in place of hydrogen. The
maximum volume of gas used was 5 per cent of the air supply,
corresponding at the lightest load to about 24 times the weight
of fuel oil used.

It was stated that these quantities of coal gas or hydrogen
could be satisfactorily employed in the type of engine con-
sidered. and that the engine appeared to run more smoothly
when the gas was being used.

The Stout Air Services, Inc.
The Stout Air Services, Inc., of Grand Rapids, Mich., dur-

ing the first three months of ail line operation between Detroit

and Grand Rapids maintained a record of 100% in safety

At present the equipment used by this company consists

of one Ford-Stout all-metal monoplane, equipped with a

Liberty engine.

The Grand Rapids Airport began operations on July 31.

A preliminary flight was made at this time and two days
later the first scheduled trip was completed, the plane leaving

Dearborn at 9 :30 a.m. and arriving at Grand Rapids on the

return trip at 6 p.m. During the month of August round
trips were operated on Monday, Wednesday and Friday of
each week, thirty-one scheduled trips being successfully com-
pleted. Two special flights were made during this time to

accommodate full loads of passengers.

Detroit business men urged that a round trip from Grand
Rapids to Detroit and return on the same day be undertaken,
and this was inaugurated during September. A reduction in

fare was also made, but the traffic figures for September were
25 per cent below those for August and it was decided that

a round trip starting and ending at Dearborn would make the

service available for the largest number of people.

For the three months’ period August-October 339 passen-
gers were carried, of whom 281 were pay, 87 complimentary,
and 31 carried for the operation of the service.
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The Dycer Sportplane
A Neto Three-Place Sport Model from the West

rpiIE DVCER Sportplane is one of the latest Western con-

tributions to the long list of Am ri 1 1 i l i I i i

craft. The plane underwent its first test flight in Oc-

tober and gave an excellent performance. It was built by
Charles E. Dyeor and William Hunt, of the Dycer Airport,

Los Angeles, Cal., and is of normal biplane design, finished

in polished aluminum. The form of the fuselage shows con-

siderable care having been given to streamlining.

The machine is a three-place plane, powered with a Curtiss

OX-5 engine. When tested a speed of lift m.p.li. was obtained

and the plane demonstrated unusual maneuverability and ease

of handling. The Dycer Sportplane is a sturdy machine,

built of the best materials and is designed to withstand the

daily grind of hard commercial use. The gasoline capacity

and, therefore, the present cruising radius of 225 miles can
easily be increased by a reasonable amount with the addition

of a center-section tank.

The three degree dihedral of the lower wing gives the plane

remarkable inherent stability. In flight the machine is very
stable inherently, the designer having placed considerable
faith in the 3 deg. dihedral to the lower wing.

It: is very difficult to force the plane into a tail spin. When

three-place Dycer Sportplane (OX-s)
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THE LOENING AMPHIBIAN NAVY SHIPBOARD PLANE
Powered with 500 h.p. Inverted Packard Engine

Equipped with

Aircraft Magnetos

SCINTILLA MAGNETO COMPANY. INC.

actors to the U. S. Army and Havy. SIDNEY. NEW YORK
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The Collier Trophy Awarded

The Collier Trophy Committee of the National Aeronautic

Association has awarded to Major Edward L. Hoffman of
the Army Air Corps the Collier Trophy for 1020. Thq Col-

lier Trophy, according to the Deedi of Gift, is awarded annu-
ally by the National Aeronautic Association ‘‘for the greatest

achievement in aviation in America, the value of which has

been demonstrated by actual use during the preceding year.”

Major E. L. Hoffman had an outstanding part in the de-

velopment of the parachute as now universally used in this

country and abroad. This development at McCook Field by
the Army Air Corps under Major Hoffman’s direction, ex-

tended over a period of five years, 1919 to 1924.

This device in its developed form is being manufactured
commercially in the United States hv the Irving Air Chute
Company of Buffalo, who state in a letter to the Collier

Trophy Committee that the development of (lie parachute

was due to Major Hoffman’s energy and untiring efforts. It

is particularly significant tlmt not a single life was lost

through the dangerous years of experimental and develop-

ment work in bringing this parachute to its present high state

of perfection. The records of the Amiv Air Corps alone

show that the parachute has saved twenty-six lives.

That the value of this device is recognized abroad as well

as at home is attested to by the fact that it has already been
adopted as standard equipment in the air services of more
than a dozen foreign countries.

The Collier Trophy Committee this vear consisted of Or-
ville Wright, chairman. George W. Lewis, Earl N. Findlev,

F. G. Ericson, and C. F. Scliory. Major Hoffman is at pres-

ent on duty at Lnnken Airport, Cincinnati, Ohio, and will

shortly come to Washington where formal presentation of
the Trophy will be made.

Heath Produces Inexpensive Plane

The Heath Airplane Co., Inc., of Chicago, III., have de-

signed and built a small plane, which will retail, ready to fly

away, at a very low price. It has a steel tube fuselage and
uses ordinary “Army scout” wings, supported above the fuse-

lage to form a parasol type monoplane. The plane is equipped
with a four-cylinder Henderson motorcycle engine and can
make a speed of 75 m.p.h. One plane of this type has been
built to date and has been successfully flight tested.

Dormoy Joins Buhl Airplane Company
It is of very great interest to record the news that Etienne

Dormoy has recently joined the engineering department of
the Buhl Airplane Company, at Marysville, Mich.

Mr. Dormoy for some time has been a civilian engineer
at the engineering division of McCook Field, and he will be
remembered by readers of Aviation as the designer of the
now famous Dormoy “Bathtub,” the little lightplane with the
Henderson engine, which did so well in the 1924 National
Air Races at Dayton, Ohio, and brought him the Rickeu-
backer Trophy. A modified version of this plane also made
its appearance at Mitchel Field during the 1925 National
Air Races.

Etienne Dormoy was born in France, Feb. 10, 1885 and
received his education at Paris and Lille. In 1911, he be-
came associated with Aeroplanes Depcrdusscn, in Paris, and
from 1913 to 1914 was with the Schmidt Aeroplanes, Pater-
son, N. J. In 1914, he joined the French Army, and the D.S.
Air Service in 1917. In 1920, he joined the Packard Com-
pany’s force, going to McCook Field in 1920.

Haskelite in Aircraft Manufacture
In an article in Industrial Marketing for January, entitled

Building New Markets for Haskelite, War-born Industrial
Product, James Raymond Fitzpatrick, secretary and director
of sales for the Haskelite Manufacturing Corp., of Chicago,
III., enumerates some of the industries which have utilized
these panels originally designed for airplanes.
Although in wide use among transportation and bus com-

panies. Haskelite was primarily manufactured for airplane
construction and has never lost its dominant position. Of all

plywood used in the manufacture of airplanes in this country,
the Haskelite Manufacturing Corporation furnishes eighty-five
to ninety per cent. Of approximately 150 planes at the air
races, held in Philadelphia last September, Haskelite was used
on eighty-three per cent and Haskelite-eqnipped planes repre-
sented eighty-five per cent of the planes that placed first,

second and third in these races. The figures speak for thom-

Aeronautical Institute at Buenos Aires
The Centro Naeional de Ingenieros (Aeronautical Techni-

cal Institute of Argentina) was founded at Buenos Aires on
Dec. 14. 1926. It is a purely scientific institution and will
seek to promote the independence of Argentina in aeronautical
activities relating to the establishment of factories and the
spread of information relative to this subject bv the medium
of public lectures.

Graduate Division at Guggenheim School
The establishment of a course of study leading to the grad-

uate degree of Aeronautical Engineer in the Daniel Guggen-
heim School of Aeronautics, of New York University, has
been announced by Dean Charles H. Snow. The only degree
authorized at the time of the opening of this school, in 1925,
was that of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering to

nnder-gradnates at the end of their four-year course.

The new degree will be given to graduates who satisfactorily

complete one additional year in residence at the University,

or who, after finishing two years in the aeronautical industry,

prepare theses of satisfactory merit.

The establishment of the new graduate division was first

suggested to university authorities by the aeronautical indus-
try itself. There is at present a group of students in the
school who have been pursuing post-graduate courses. Among
this group arc graduates of Yale, the Minnesota College of
Mines. Stevens Institute of Technology, the United States

Military Academy and the United States Naval Academy. It

is expected that some of these students will be able to qualify

for the new degree.

All graduate work will be under the supervision of Alex-

ander Klemin, professor of aeronautical engineering.
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Let’s call it the-

WACO TEN
This Wonderful New DeLuxe Model

WACO stands for performance

TEN stands for the years the WACO organization,

intact, has been improving airplane performance and
utility for peace-time use.

This Year the Improvement is Colossal

Not just a new landing gear, or a few changes in our popular

WACO NINE—it’s just right and still far ahead of many

—

but this Nen> DeLuxe Model Ten is a new ingenious com-

bination of desirable appointments with proven construction.

Fancy this -

WACO VALUE
EFFICIENCY and PERFORMANCE

—combined with large roomy cockpits—practically no step

required to enter—windshields that really protect—new seat-

ing comfort—accurate balance trimming in flight—elevators

controlled without wires or exposed horns—four high aspect

ratio ailerons independently and differentially controlled with-

out wires or pulleys—beautiful enclosing cowling; not hand

made but stamped in huge hydraulic presses, and easily re-

movable in units but

Let us send you complete details tomorrow.
Write or Wire Today.

WACO Nine Price Reduction Effective January 3 1 si., 1927

TERRITORIAL APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE MADE AT
ONCE AS ALLOTMENTS WILL BE MADE SHORTLY

Hire Advance Aircraft Co.
TROY, OHIO US. A.
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On Into the 9th Year
A Wonderful Recommendation !

Learn to Fly for $100.
No Bond Required Best of Equipment

No Charge for Breakage Experienced Instructors

Eight Years Without An Accident

Write for Free Catalogue

Standard, Jennie, Canuck, Wacos, DN,
Spad Airplanes for Sale $650 to $2500

ROBERTSON AVIATION SCHOOL
LAMBERT—ST. LOUIS AIRPORT, ANGLUM, MO.
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AIRPORTS a^AIRWAYS

PITCAIRN
PLANES

THE PITCAIRN OROWING
A three-place plane of craftsmanlike construction, com-

bining to an exceptional degree the essential qualities of

EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE
EASE OF CONTROL

ECONOMICAL MAINTENANCE
ADAPTABILITY TO COMMERCIAL USE

The Price, $2,000.00 al the Factor})

establishes the Pitcairn Orowing as the lowest-priced

modem commercial airplane on the market

Complete Description on Request

LAND TITLE BUILDING PHILADELPHIA

AVIATION

LIGHT YOUR AIRPORT

SPERRY BEACON
LIGHTEST because it is made of a special corrosion

resisting aluminum alloy and consequently weighs
only 150 lbs.

BRIGHTEST because the finely ground glass reflecting

mirror is properly supported to prevent distortion.

BEST because it i

World's leading

Searchlights.

Ninety of these beacons

designed and built by the
nanufacturcr of High Powered

omatic lamp changers arc

being supplied to the Department of Commerce for il

nating the Country’s principal Airways.

THE SPERRY GYROSCOPE COMPANY
MANHATTAN BRIDGE PLAZA, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Contractors to U. S. Army
,
Navy, Air Mail, Coast Guard and Department of Commerce

Announcing

DURALUMIN
PONTOONS
FOR SEAPLANES

HAMILTON AERO MFG. CO.
60 KEEFE AVE., MILWAUKEE, WIS.
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Seattle, Wash.
By F. K. Haskell

The Boeing Airplane Company,
Hubbard, pioneer plane builders ii

have made the low bid in the four

Trans-Continental Air Mail route bet

Francisco. If they are awarded the e

the Boeing company will now enter t

field and on a large scale, according

vice-president of the concern.

To start with, there will be the construction of from eighteen

to twenty-five mail planes, involving the expel

sum in the neighborhood of half a

dition to those needed in the air mai

expect to manufacture planes of a
sale to the general public.

“We have long contemplated eml

field” explained Egtvedt, whose e<

s devoted it

of Seattle and Edward
i the Pacific Northwest,

r-ycar contract for the

tween Chicago and San
contract this moans that

the commercial aviation

o C. E. Egtvedt, first

lion dollars, and in ad-

Gover “But «

> offer for

ncked the concrete starting point for su

)ut we now expect to make considerable c

olant and begin selling machines to the public

an undertaking.

Three other bidders are contesting with Boeing and Hubbard
for the mail contract—the Columbia Air Lines, the Ford-Stout
Company and the Western Air Express. If the Boeing-Hub-
bard group receives the contract, only ten planes will be in

actual operation at the same time, the balance being in re-

serve along the route with a still larger number of engines.

The plane to be used is a development of the mail plane
manufactured two years ago by the Boeing Company for the

Postoffice Department. It has a 50 ft. wing span and is 35
ft. long, with a 425 hp. engine capable of propelling it at a

speed of 135 m.p.h.. although the normal rate will be only
110 miles.

It is of metal construction, with metal and fabric wings,

metal body, metal-lined compartments and metal landing gear

It is capable of carrying, in addition to its fuel and pilot,

a maximum of 1800 lb. of mail or express. When carrying

a smaller load it can accommodate two passengers in each of

its two compartments, and besides this 500 lb. of mail. When
fully loaded its gross weight is 5500 lb., although with a nor-

mal load the weight will not exceed 5000 lb.

This company’s last shipment to the Government was
twenty-six planes shipped by water to San Francisco, for

use at various points in California.

San Diego, Cal.

The Brown Airline has established a flying school and air

transport base at San Diego, Cal. T. K. Brown, who is

president and manager of the new enterprise, said that within

a short time his planes will establish a daily passenger,

freight and, possibly, mail sendee between San Diego, Cal.,

and Phoenix, Ariz. The schedule calls for passengers and

package freight to he landed in Phoenix within five hours

after leaving San Diego. The same sehednle will apply
westward.

INSURANCE
—IS ANOTHER STEP FORWARD IN THE MARKETING OF

ALEXANDER EAGLEROCK
Cash

TO OUR TIME PAYMENT PURCHASERS $2475
^

You are now protected against

paying for a “dead horse" in case

of destruction (except by fire)

while paying for your ship. All

payments not yet due slop if

your ship is accidently destroyed.

Details of our insurance plan may

be had by writing to the Denver

office or by seeing your nearest

dealer.
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The Aeroplane

Published Weekly

175, Piccadilly, London, W.l
England

Subscription Rates

for U.S.A.

I year—$8.50

AIRCRAFT DESIGN COMPETITION
In order to encourage the development of aviation and to

improve the efficiency of naval aeronautical material, as con-

templated by Act of Congress, Public No. 440, approved July

2, 1920, the Secretary of the Navy invites the submission in

competition, by sealed communication, of designs for rigid

airships or approximately six million cubic feet volume, suit-

able for use as adjuncts to the Fleet.

Prospective competitors will be furnished identical specific

information as to the conditions and requirements of the com-
petition and as to the various features to be developed, to-

gether with the respective measures of merit that will be
applied in determining the merits of the designs submitted

While the competition does not contemplate
n of a st liented in

worked out, it does require that, for a design

to receive consideration, competitors must submit sufficient

drawings, calculations, supporting data, and weight estimates

lo permit intelligent analysis and appraisal of the merit of

the design. It will not be sufficient for a competitor to submit
a few words or sketches descriptive of an idea.

The competition anticipates the placing of a construction

contract with the winner of the competition, provided fundi
are available by the time the competition is ended. In any
event, the sum of $50,000 is available for the purchase of t

winning design. The airships must be constructed in the

United States.

All designs and accompanying data must be placed in the
mails not later than midnight May 16, 1927.

Information will be furnished upon application to the

Bureau of Supplies and Accounts, Navy Department, Wash-
ington, D. 0.

CHARLES MORRIS
Paymaster General of the Navy.
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PUBLISHED MONTHLY

Gauthier-Yillars et Cie,

55, quai des Grands-Augustins (6°)

Paris

Henri Bouche

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOR U. S. A

1 year—160 francs

ALL METAL
Planes and Parts

CHARLES WARD HALL, INC.

1 56 EAST 42nd STREET NEW YORK

AVIATION

FLYING BOATS

Florida" season
NEW HS-2L BOATS

Fitted with New Liberty M
Ready for Delivery at Our

STREAMLINED METAL

SKIIS
Patent! Applied for

Ready for Delivery
for Planes Up to 3300 Pounds

SEVERSKY AERO CORP.

fire and bombing control! for aircraft and Univer-

ml landing gear for use on snow, land and water.

7 East 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

NITRATE DOPE
NEW

PRODUCTION
IMMEDIATE
SHIPMENT

Contractora to U.S. Army and Naoy

VAN SCHAACK BROS. CHEMICAL WORKS
3SS AVONDALE AVE. CHICAGO. ILL

You Need These Aeronautical Books
Airplane Engine Encyclopedia — by Glenn D. Angle — $7.50.

547 pages. Contains descriptions of 275 makes of airplane engines.

503 illustrations. 356 being outlined halftones and 147 line cuts, of which the majority are cross sections, show-

ing the details of construction.

Text Book of Aeronautical Engineering — by Lieut. A. Klemin.

$4.50 in U. S. — Other countries $5.25 postpaid.

Engine Dynamics and Crankshaft Design— by Glenn D. Angle— $4.00.

postpaid U. S.

Aircraft Instruments
Hilding Beij, B.S.; William C. Brombacher, Ph.D.; W. Willard Frymoyer,

nriclpon; Clarence L. Seward. B.S.; David H. Strother. M.S.

Illustrations — 269 Pages Cloth $5.00

by Herbert N. Eaton, A.M.; K.

B.S.; H. Brenton He
10 Photographs and 58 Line

MAKING THE Weather

—

by Alexander MeAdie—Price $1.00

—

postpaid U.S.

Wind AND Weather— by Alexander MeAdie— Price $1 .25-— postpaid U. S.

Gardner Publishing Co., 250 W 57th St., N. Y. City
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the Flagship RS-1 which led tiie formation. At one time a

thousand foot smoke screen was laid down by a Martin

Bomber. It proved most successful, as the ground observers

were unable to see the airships while they remained behind

the screen. Motion picture camera men were fortunate enough
to obtain some excellent pictures of lighter-than-air aerial

operations during the flight.

Round-The-World Flier in Washington

Lieutenant Leslie P. Arnold, Air Corps, one of the Round-

the-World fliers, accompanied by Colonel Noburu Morita,

Imperinl Japanese Army, Military Attache, on Jan. 21, called

on the Japanese Ambassador, His Excellency Tsnneo Matsu-
daira, to express his appreciation of the decoration recently

awarded him by the Japanese Government. For his partici-

pation in the flight, Lieutenant Arnold was recently awarded

the Order of the Sacred Treasure.

Lieutenant Arnold has just completed a flight from Santa

Monica, Cal., to deliver a new plane to the National Guard
Air Corps unit at Hartford, Conn. He is stationed at Los

Angeles, Cal.

Captain Wilkins Lectures at Selfridge Field

Capt. George Hubert Wilkins, arctic explorer, recently lec-

tured before the Sclfridge Field personnel on the experience

of himself and Major Thomas J. Lanphier, Air Corps, while

they were members of the Detroit Arctic Expedition of 1926.

The lecture was illustrated with moving pictures taken of

the expedition, both in the United States and the Arctic re-

gions. Captain Wilkins was introduced to the audience by

Major Lanphier, who made a brief introductory address.

Scenes depicting the life of Eskimos, their methods of

catching seals for food and clothing, their folk dances and

other incidents of their life were shown. Among the most

interesting views were those of the Endicott Mountains, of

which little is known. Captain Wilkins discovered that the

mountain peaks of the Endicott Range arc 4,000 to 5,000 ft.

SHOVE OFF!

with your WACO, EAGLEROCK, Jl-

STD„ TRAVEL-AIR, SWALLOW.
RYAN. AIR KING, HESS, ETC.

EQUIPPED WITH

EDO DURALUMIN PONTOONS
Furnished Complete with Struts and Wires for Rapid and

Simple Set up

Order Non. /or Spring Delivers>

EDO AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
COLLEGE POINT, NEW YORK

higher than recorded on present-day maps. This made flying

over these mountains for the first time extremely hazardous.
It is reported that Captain Wilkins will continue Ins ex-

plorations in the Arctic regions where he discontinued them
last Summer. It is believed he will use the same planes,

which have been stored in Fairbanks. They will be repaired,

overhauled and undergo certain changes.

Air Officer on Budget Council

Major Gerald C. Brant, executive officer to F. Trubee Da-
vison, Assistant Secretary of War for Aviation, has been
designated to represent his office in the War Department’s
Budget Advisory Council. The designation was made follow-

ing a conference between Secretary Davison and. Major Gen.
Charles P. Summerall at which the latter suggested that Sec-

retary Davison designate a representative to the budget or-

ganization.

The Advisory Council is made up of the chiefs of the five

divisions of the General Staff, the Budget Officer of the War
Department, the Judge Advocate General, The Adjutant
General, and a representative from the offices of the Assistant

Secretaries of War.
Major Gen. Fox Conner, Deputy Chief of Staff, is chair-

man of the Council, the function of which is to pass upon
Army budget estimates and prepare them for their final sub-

mission to Secretary of War Davis. Major Brant, who was
graduated from West Point in 1904, has been in the Armv
Air Service since 1917.

Richard E. Byrd Made Commander

President Coolidgc has signed the commission of rank of
commander, U. S. Navy, for Lient. Comdr. Richard E. Byrd,
U. S. N. (retired), which was awarded him by Act of Congress,

Jan. 5, for his flight over the North Pole on May 9, 1926. By
the same act of Congress, Commander Byrd was awarded a

Congressional medal of honor with the citation: “For dis-

tinguishing himself conspicuously by courage and intrepidity

What Do You Know
About Airplanes ?

A FEW years ago men had to learn

about aircraft from personal, costly

experience. They had no one to

guide them—no one to point out mistakes

when they were made—and therefore years

were spent learning what takes mouths now.

THOROUGH — PRACTICAL TRAINING
Today o offen .

and knowledge, which cl

lhr
’WRITE TODAY

"Opportunitiea in the Airplane Induitry."

American School of Aviation
Dept. 8252

3601 Michigan Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.
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PRIVATE OPERATORS made the dis-

covety that airplanes engineered to meet the

exacting requirements of the POST OFFICE
DEP’T. were more economical to keep up

and operate than many so called, "Commercial

Ships.”

Considering that the initial cost was no higher,

it was well worth their time investigating the

superiority of RYAN M-l. RYAN AIRLINES — SAN DIEGO.

MULTNOMAH SPRUCE
Buy your AIRPLANE SPRUCE direct

from manufacturer. We hold the world’s

war record for largest airplane Spruce

production.

A Dependable SPRUCE SERVICE
for 42 years — 1885 to 1927.

Write Vs

MULTNOMAH LUMBER AND BOX CO.

Portland Manufacturers ORFDON

A/fETEORPLANE
XV JLWORLDS FIRST LIGHT PLANE

IRWIN AIRCRAFT CO.

SACRAMENTO CALIFORNIA

DOPE
THE MOST ECONOMICAL SCHEME

YET PRODUCED.

TI-TWO
TITANINE, Inc.

UNION, UNION COUNTY, N. J.

Contractors to U. S. Covcrrimcnl

$2,250. $2,250.

“Quality and Strength at Low Cost”

HESS AIRCRAFT CO.
Sales Office

WYANDOTTE, MICHIGAN
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at the risk of his life in demonstrating that it is possible for

aircraft to travel in continuous flight from a now inhabited

portion of the earth over the North Pole and return.”

The commission is dated May 9, 1926.

This is the third promotion that Commander Byrd has had

since he was transferred to the retired list in 1916'. During

the war, he was advanced to the rank of lieutenant and in

Feb., 1925, by Act of Congress, he was advanced to the rank

The Secretary of the Navy has signed a warrant, of the

grade of machinist of the U. S. Navy, for Floyd Bennett, avi-

ation pilot, U. S. N., who accompanied Commander Byrd in

his flight over the North Pole. He was awarded a Congres-

sional medal of honor "for his gallant sen-ice to the Nation

as a member of the Byrd Arctic Expedition.”

Navy Will Enter National Balloon Race
The Navy has been authorized to enter the National Elimin-

ation Balloon Race which is to be held at Akron, Ohio, on

May 29, or the following day depending on weather conditions.

This will be the first time since 1923 that (he Navy has par-

ticipated in this event.

The winner of the National Elimination Race will represent

the United States in the Gordon Bennett International Balloon

race which is to be held in this country later in the year, as

W. T. Van Orman and Walter W. Morton, representatives of

the United States, won the Gordon Bennett Balloon Race which

was held in Belgium in 1926.

The Navy Balloon team is undergoing training at the Naval

Air Station, Lakehurst, N. J., and the entrants mil be de-

cided at a later date.

Norge Fliers Receive Medals
On Jan. 21 Capt. Roald Amundsen and Lincoln Ellsworth,

who flew the Norge across the North Polo last Spring, were

given medals commemorating their feat by the Historic Pres-

ervation Society at the American Museum of Natural History.

Prior to the presentativc Mr. Ellsworth lectured on the

events of the two days’ journey from Spitzcnberg to the Pole

and the experience of the third day when the airship en-

countered an Arctic storm. Captain Amundsen showed views
and moving pictures of the preparations and the trip across.

Army Air Orders

First Serg. Otto C. Burg, 70th Serv. Squad., Air Corps,

retired at the Air Corps Adv. Fly. Sch., Kelly Field.

See. Lieut. Gerald G. Johnston, Air Corps, Brooks Field,

to Kelly Field.

Major Hubert R. Harmon, Air Corps, Washington, to Lon-
don, to take station as assistant military attache.

Capt. Walter F. Parkin, jr., Air Corps Res., relieved from
further observation and treatment at Walter Reed Hospital,

Washington, and will return to Kelly Field.

Tech. Serg. Julius Bihami, 42nd Sch. Squad., Air Corps,

Kelly Field, transferred in the grade of tech. serg. to the

8th Attach Squad., Air Corps, and will be sent to Fort Croc-

kett, Tex.
Sec. Lieut. Charles Wesley Johnson, Air Corps Res., Brooks

Field, relieved from active duty and will proceed- to his home,
Amarillo, Tex.

See. Lieut. Benjamin P. Heiser, Air Corps, relieved from
further duty and training at the Air Corps Prim. Fly. Sch.,

Brooks Field, and is attached for duty with the See. Div.

He will report to com. gen., Sec. Div., Fort Sam Houston, Tex.

Sec. Lieuts. Rny Henry Clark and Donald Wallace Nor-
wood, Air Corps, promoted to rank of First Lieutenants.

Navy Air Orders

Lieut. Wallace M. Dillon det. Adv. Fly. Sch., Kelly Field,

Tex., to VF Squad-. 5, Aircf. Squad., Sctg. Fleet.

Lieut, (jg) De Long Mills det. VT Squad. One, Aircf.

Squad., Sctg. Fleet, to Naval Air Sta., Lakehurst, N. J.

Lieut. Frederick R. Buse det. VF Sqnad. 6', Aircf. Squad.,

Battle Fleet, to Naval Air Sta., Anacostia.

Lieut. Matthias B. Gardner det. Adv. Fly. Sch., Kelly

Field, to VF Squad., Aircf. Squad., Sctg. Fleet.

Lieut. Harry F. Hake to continue duty Naval Supply
Depot, Sqn Diego; orders Jan. 14 revoked.

PERR Y-AUSTEN
Acetate C,ear

Nitrate 1 CtJ Pigmented

PERRY-AUSTEN
CLEAR ACETATE DOPE

The Lasting Undercoat

Perry-Austen Mfg. Co., Staten Island, N. Y.

Contractors to United Slates Government

Roeblmg

AIRCRAFT WIRE
STRAND AND CORD, THIMBLES

AND FERRULES

John A. Roebling’s Sons Co.

Trenton, New Jersey

At Tour Service

Aero Supply Mfg. Co.,

Inc.

Manufacturers and Distributors

of

Airplane Accessories

and Supplies

Call on us for anything. We will help you.

College Point, Long Island, New York.
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American Aircraft Directory
Many enquiries have been received by Aviators for information regarding stale laws, municipal ordinances, commercial

pilots, airports and aircruft operators throughout the United States. To meet this demand, the American Aircraft Directory

will be published in 1927 in book form with many maps, illustrations and advertisements. As many of our readers wish

this information immediately, there will be published each week, the data which has been received to date.

It is expected that many additions will be made and our leaders are requested to send any corrections, additions or sug-

gestions that they may hare. Copyright, 1927 by Gardner Publishing Company.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.
(Continued)

AERO ORGANIZATIONS:
San Diego Chapter N. A. A.

Wm. P. Cary, 3218 Second St., Pres.;

Wm. L. Van Dnsen, 3723 Dwight St.,

Sec.
AIRCRAFT and ACCESSORY COMPANIES
Ryan Airlines, Inc.

Authorized capital, $50,000. Pres. T.

Claude Ryan; Vice Pres. & Treas. B.

F. Mahoney; Vico Pres. & Sales Mgr.
J. B. Alexander. Products, airplanes,

daily commercial line between Los
Angeles and San Diego

;
flying instruc-

tions and general flying activities.

SAN FRANCISCO
FLYING FIELDS
Crissy Field, controlled by U. S. Air
Service.

Location: NW of city, and 1 mi. E of

Golden Gate.

Description: 2,000 by 600 ft.; marked.
Facilities: Supplies available.

Richmond Municipal Airport, operated

by Chamber of Commerce.
Location : Across the bay, at Richmond.
Description: 80 acres.

Facilities: Supplies available.

AERO ORGANIZATIONS:

Facilities: Hangar; supplies in town.

AERO ORGANIZATIONS:
Santa Clara Valley Aero Club

L. H. Albertson, Pres.; E. Thayer

Todd, Sec.

SANTA CRUZ
FLYING FIELD
Swanton Field, controlled by Chamber
of Commerce.
Location: IV2 mi. W of Pleasure Beach.

Description: 900 by 300 by 275 ft.;

marked.
Facilities: Supplies and minor repairs

available.

SANTA MONICA
FLYING FIELD
Clover Field, operated by U. S. Air

Location

:

X mi. E of city.

2,776 by 2,506 ft.; Alt. 150

nrked.

o Chap r N. A
C. W. Saunders, 1215 Market St.,

Pres.; Dr. Sterling Bunnell, 516 Sut-

ter St., See.

AIRCRAFT and ACCESSORY COMPANIES
American Paulin System. Inc.

Authorized enpitnl, $650,000. Pres.

Geo. H. Eberbard; Vice Pres. &Gen.
Mgr. Herbert E. Linden. Products,

altimeters, barometers, pressure guages,

barographs. Address, 605 Standard Oil

Bldg.

SAN MATEO
FLYING FIELD
Varney Airport, owned by Walter T.

Varney.
Location: 1 mi. from postoffice.

Description : 2,000 by 2,200 ft.

Facilities: Supplies and repairs.

SAN PEDRO
FLYING FIELD
Commercial seaplane port, operated by
Pacific Marine Airways Co.
location

:

N of city docks, and E of

: Accommodations; repairs at

SANTA CLARA
FLYING FIELD
Pennington-Todd Field, owned bv N. S.

Silva.

Location: Adjoining town on N.
Description: 2,000 ft. sq.; Alt. 72 ft.;

marked.

supplies and repairs

SEBASTOPOL
FLYING FIELD
Municipal Field, address B. M. Cnopiu:

Location: Vt mi. NE of town.

Description: 2640 ft. sq.; marked.
Facilities: Supplies in city.

iTOCKTON
City ordinance levying a tax of $5 o:

first airplane and $1 on each additionc

Far
Location : 3 mi. NW of city.

Description: 2,500 by 2,000 ft.

Facilities: Hangar; supplies in city.

Pond’s Field, owned by city.

Location: V/2 NW of city.

Description

:

2,400 by 150 ft., E and W
field; marked.
Facilities: All accommodations.

VENICE
AIRCRAFT and ACCESSORY COMPANIES
Crawford Airplane Co.

Authorized capital, $100,000. Owner
and Mgr., H. J. Crawford. Products,

airplane, speed boat and motion pic-

ture supplies; experimental work. Ad-
dress, 350 Washington Blvd.

VICTORVILLE
FLYING FIELD
Municipal Field.

Location: Southern edge of town.

Description: 1,500 bv 500 ft.; Alt. 2,800

ft.; marked.
Facilities

:

Supplies and minor repairs in

WILMINGTON
FLYING FIELDS
Commercial Field, owned by Smith Air-

craft Co.

Location: 1% mi. W of town.

D scriplion: 2,000 by 1,000 ft.

Harbor Aviation Field, owned by Com-
mercial Aviation Harbor Co., W. F.
Crawford, Manager.
Location: 16 mi. S of Los Angeles.

Description: 1,050 by 350 ft.

Facilities: Supplies and repairs avail-

able.

WOODLAND
FLYING FIELD
Yalo Club Field, owned by Yalo Club.

Used by U. S. Air Mail Service.

Location: b/2 mi. W of city.

Description: 1,500 by 1,000 by 500 ft.;

marked.
Facilities: All accommodations.
AERO ORGANIZATIONS
Yalo Fliers Club

Dr. F. R. Fairchild, Pres.; Emil E.
Kraft, See.

YREKA
FLYING FIELD
Municipal Field, operated by Siskiyou
County Fair Asso.
Location: 1Vr mi. S of postoffice.

Description: 2,500 ft. N and S by 300
ft. E and W.; Alt. 2,675; marked.
Facilities: Supplies available.

COLORADO
Pilots and Operators

DENIER
Alexander Aircraft Co., Alexander In-
dustries Bldg.
Eddie Brooks, Exchange Bldg.
J. Herald Cordner, 244 S. Jackson St.

Curtiss Hnmphre.vs Airplane Co., 1st

Nat’l. Bank Bldg.
J. A. Mclnnney, 3385 South Bway.
Frank Vnndcrsall
Earl K. Parker. 1339 Downing St.

ENGLEWOOD
Alexander Film Co.

GLF.Ntt'OOD SPRINGS
Chamber of Commerce

GUNNISON
Colvin C. Cooley, Box 187.

ILIFF
C. M. Daffron

LA JUNTA
Robt. Flinn, c/o Oldham Garage

LONGMONT
Eugene Miller

PUEBLO
J. H. Cordner, c/o U.S. Airways
Mort. Fleming, c/o Colorado Airways
Aubrey Keif, c/o Palm Theatre
L. D. Leininger, San Isabel Aviation
Co., 215 E. Evans St.,

Lt. Messmore, c/o Baker Steamer

F. A. Pace, Box 243
Chns. Peeples, c/o U.S. Airways

(To be Continued.)
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ALLISON AIRPLANE CO. Winter Flying Instruction,

only used lore. Commercial and sport pimss st attractive

save
&
monoy°

1UnUy '°

"LAWRENCE
0”” PtoB*

'kaNSAS
*|o oi

THL RYAN SCHOOL OF AVIATION
0. B. STAR ROUTE SAN DIEGO

a? teaa-

1 MARYLAND Looas Firm).

CHESAPEAKE AIRCRAFT COMPANY, Headquarters^ Ar-

SXPt?U? 'Ig'nts foI'Y/M ;/(.' A /« 1‘loiiee, Maryland,
Virginia A Dietricl of Columbia. Phone Vetnon 3700.

NEW ENGLAND AIRCRAFT CO.^ INC. New England's

gBf' Waco 0 distributors for^ New England.

MICHIGAN
NILES SCHOOL OF AVIATION

^

^ NILES AIRWAYS NILES. MICHIGAN.

FLORIDA

mant
>l>

at TAMPA making it the largest school’ll aviation in

the South, Our aim nnd endeavor is. EVERY STUDENT AN
EXPERT COMMERCIAL PILOT. Prices reasonable. Send
for literature.

p ^ ^
A. B. McMULLEN COMPANY

MICHIGAN LEARN TO BUILD AIRPLANES

8 Arcadia Building, 3513 Woodward, Detroit, MichtgBn,

Pleaee forward information on practical commercial aeiation

Motor expert — Construction — Flying Kelr.bUehe.il 6 yean.

WALTERS FLYINC SERVICE

COMPLETE FLYING COURSE. IS HOURS. $200.

All training on Eaglercek Airplar.ea with individual Instruction,

operate Richards Fiold Storage and Service, uaed by Army and

Air Mail. Every kind of airplane can bo aeon in operation here.

BENNETT EAGLEROCK SALES COMPANY

ILLINOIS Only SO m«rs well 01 Ohieaoo

EAGLE AIRPORT SCHOOL OF AVIATION.

Hinckley. 111.

MISSOURI
BRIDGETON AIRCRAFT CORPORATION^^

^
Thorough flying instructions by tlw hour or complete cotime.

DISTRIBUTORS or A'.cxaxdkr Each.BROCKS

ILLINOIS

MID-WEST AIRWAYS CORPORATION
MONMOUTH. ILLINOIS.

Complete flying Instruction and ground course. Large Bale field

and good airplanes. Distributors for the new Waco airplane.

MISSOURI
M-.-ii M.viMG FIELD. R»t« g*r how.

It LEE R.'bRIGGS
1

! Muii-iiis, Mo., for farther particulars.

1
CHICAGO AERONAUTICAL SERVICE! MISSOURI

NICHOLAS-BEASLEY AIRPLANE CO. Complete^flylnfJn

V?5te
l

“foJ *5irSm’Ll2rI°°'MARs'H^
l

L
r^a

iSsVuRL
l8 ***'“

lYrfls for free booklet. 608 South Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

ILLINOIS
HEATH AIRPLANE^COMPANY, Inc.

Airplane Supplies Flying School
2856 Broadway Chicago

MISSOURI
LEARN TO FLYt ONLY SI 00 Our Instrucmrs of^jong m-

ILLINOIS. YACKEY'S CHECKERBOARD FLYING FIELD.
Operated by^ the Yackey^Aircraft Co., one of the oldeet /tying

U. S Air^Mnil and^Civilian. You can only learn front *onewht>

ability. Yacxrt Aircraft Company*
8

Forest Parlt.^'roinoiR

NEBRASKA
LEARN TO FLY at the LEXINGTON SCHOOL of AVIATION

LKX1NOTON, NKBRASKA

Complete flying course *175.00 oMKMLOO per hour.^no^charge

time. We fly new planes only. Distributors for Swallow air-

planes.—G. R. Morton. Preeident

ILLINOIS Campbell De Schepper Airplane Co., Inc.

service with night flying equipment nnd used by N. A. T. malt
tine Chicago to Dallas. A limited number of students accepted
for training at reasonable rates. We invite cross country pilots
to make use of onr facilities.

JfnS addreee 515-18 ST.. Moltnr. I i.t.rs'ots.

CURTISS ^FLYING SERVICE INC., GARDEN CITY. N T
Complete Flying Service including Instruction, Aerisl Photo

grapby. Advertising snd Passenger carrying.
^

Post^croas^coantt7

munA**Bip*reduelion^ in falee joe Flyinp Inetruelion.

ILLINOIS Pal-Waukee Airport ft Service Station. Dis-
tributors of new Swallow Airplaree. The Field with New
Equipment.^ ChicagVi new and most modem airport, fourway

room near field. Located on Milwaukee Ave. at Palatine Road,

Plain
**!88 ^northwest of Chicago loop. 5 miles north of Des

Pilots. Pal-WsukM
,

AiiS>rt,*P. o'°2ddmss Mout* Pr*apsct!‘nL

WHERE to FLY
CONTINUED ON FOLLOWING PACE

AVIATION

Text Book of

Aeronautical

Engineering

INDIAN LAKE AVIATION COMPANY
RUSSELL'S POINT. OHIO,

n to fly for *125.00 al^lndlnn Lola OhWi mHlion^dol

PENNSYLVANIA

•0 Mfnufss from Start a/ city

LOVE'OY FLYING SCHOOL MODERN EQUIPMENT

PITCAIRN AVIATION, Inc.

LAND TITLE BU1LDINC, PHILADELPHIA
Away flying field, at Hollowel. Pa., the largest if

Reasonable board and lodgi near" field. No liability bond

TEXAS Year-ronndFlying
SAN ANTONIO AVIATION A MOTOR SCHOOL

Expert instruction in flying and mechanics
Free sleeping quarters at Airdrome

AIRPLANES, ENGINES, PARTS. SUPPLIES, SHOPS, HAN-
GARS. OX5s. fliasoe. Liberties. Jennies. Canneka, Standards

WASHINGTON
MAMER FLYING SERVICE

1312 West Broadway
_

Spokane, Washington

liietritnUore Swallow airflakes

IN TWO PARTS

309 PACES

146 ILLUSTRATIONS

By PROF. A. KLEMIN
Dept, of Aeronautical Engineering. N. Y. University

PARTI

Aerodynamical Theory and

Data

PART II

Airplane Design

Price—Postpaid in the U. S. $4.50

GARDNER
PUBLISHING COMPANY

250 W. 57 TH ST.

NEW YORK CITY

N. Y.
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:/liivni!'i Service Directory
WHERE TO PROCURE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES *

LANDING LIGHTS

Air Spec. 10225D

SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING
Complete Warehouse Stock

for Immediate Shipment in any Quantity.

SERVICE STEEL CO. detrotc^ch

is!
v5 1 HUFF DALAND AIRPLANES, INC.

Bombardment Planer"

MAKE MONEY
in your flying school with JENNIES at our prices,

The JN4D is the best ship ever designed for train-

ing and practise purposes. Real money makers.

Single ships or carload lots.

mmm
Sold in New York, New Jersey and Pennsylva

The Aircraft Service Directory

Brings You Into Weekly

Contact With

The Entire Aeronautical Industry

>
HARTZELL PROPELLERS ARE RELIABLE

TONOR — THEY ARE CIVINC
EFFICIENT SERVICE ON ALL CLASSES OF
MILITARY AND COMMERCIAL AIRPLANES

HARTZELL WALNUT PROPELLER CO.

1. POSEY & COMPANY. LUMBER MERCHANTS

AIRCRAFT SUPPLIES

New
— LIBERTY MOTORS —

WITH ALL THE LATEST IMPROVEMENTS.

WRITE OR WIRE FOR PRIOES.

JOHNSON MOTOR PRODUCTS, Inc.

518 Test 57 St., New York.

Place Your Product Before

the Industry by Advertising in

The Directory

CROSS COUNTRY TRIPS
LaGrone-Grant Aircraft Co.

While They Last

HISSO TIMING DISKS
$2.50. cash with order

Lots of three, $2.25 each, lots of six, $2.00 each. Portage prepaid

FORT WAYNE MARINE COMPANY
1117 Fairfield Ave„ Fori Wayne. Ind.
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WHERE TO PROCURE EQUIPMENT AND SER

EVERYTHING FOR THE AIRPLANE
Send for Our Catalogue

LARGEST AIRPLANE SUPPLY BOUSE IN TBE WEST

350 WASHINGTON BLVD. VENICE, CALIFORNIA

THE EMBRY-RIDDLE COMPANY, Inc.
LUNKEN AIRPORT. CINCINNATI, OHIO

WACO Distributors WACO
C
°OxT^o'to'r ParfsTomple”" Une"

d

ALL BRANCHES COMMERCIAL AVIATION
WE GUARANTEE TO TEACH YOU TO FLY

PHENIX NITRATE CLEAR DOPE

Fhenix Aircraft Products Co.,

THE DETROIT AERO MOTORS CO.
10331 CHARLEVOIX AVE., DETROIT, MICH.

New OX5 Curtiss motors complete in their original

cases singles $350.00.

New 220 Hispano’s singles $300.

New Y type 35 h.p. Anzani’s $300.

LE RHONE 80 & 120 H. P. ENGINES
and complete line spares for same.

Write lor Prices.

TIPS & SMITH, INC.

P.O. BOX NO. 153 HOUSTON, TEXAS.

I Patent Your Ideas

3110 HANOVER 3682.

K.RE1DER-REISNER AIRCRAFT CO., INC.

Waco Nine Distributors

Ask for our special winter price list of Air-

planes and parts. We will save you money.

HAGERSTOWN MARYLAND

HASKELITE PLYWOOD
Only Plywood made to pass strict Grade “A”
Navy Specifications.

Can be furnished in any size or thickness.

HASKELITE MANUFACTURING CORPORATION
133 W. WASHINGTON ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

LUDINGTON EXHIBITION COMPANY
Passenger Hying Aoasis I Spares of All Kinds

Aerial Photography i

ica: Atlantic Bldg.

PHILADELPHIA PINE VALLEY. N. J.

This Section Is Growing

With Every Issue

New Curtis. K-6 Motor
New Curtiss C-6A Motor

We have many other bar

EXPERIMENTAL MOTOR WORK

FISCHER & JACOBS. INC.

COMPLETE STOCK OF PARTS

ANY MAKE OF ENGINE OVERHAULED

THE VIMALERT COMPANY, LTD.
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AIRCRAFT SERVICE DIRECTORY
CONTINUED

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

DECATUR AIRCRAFT COMPANY
DECATUR, ILLINOIS.

New and Used Ships lor Sale

Petit for JN4D-JN4C or Standard Jl Ship.
OX5-OXX6-Hisi,o or Liberty Motor.
Complete Flying Course—-$150.00

DANIEL ROCHFORD

AVIATION ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY
IN NEW ENGLAND NEWSPAPERS

C.P.O. Box 2433 Boston, Massachusetts

PARAGON PROPELLERS
BETTER THAN EVER

Paragon Engineers, Inc.
Baltimore, Maryland

Daniei Guggenheim School of Aeronautics

Courses in Aeronautical Engineering and In-

dustrial Aviation. For particulars apply to the

Dean of the College of Engineering,

N. Y. University, University Heights, New York, N. Y.

Keeping Abreast

of aeronautical activities is possible only by reading

AVIATION
each week. Yearly subscription rates: United States

$4 ; Canada $5 ; Foreign $6.

AVIATION
250 W 57TH ST. NEW YORK CITY

FOR SALE: Waco and Swallow. Also special fuselage

with steel landing gear, etc. Lots of JN parts cheap. Every-
thing in first class condition. Box 542, Aviation.

FOR SALE : Four Hisso Standards J-l two 3 place and
two 5 place with 5 180 lip. Hisso motors DH wheels and
landing geur, also spare parts and propellers. For quick sale,

Curtiss M-F Boat, practically new, 150 lip. Hispano motor.

Can lie bought at a bargain by quick action. A. E. Rowe,
no Loriitg Rond, Wlnthrop, Mass.

FOR SALE : Clipwing Canuck with practically new OX5,
roatdv to 11v awav, $500, also new OX5 and fuselages and all

spares for Jennies, cheap. Henry Hearts. 188 E. Pine

Street, Atlanta, Ga.

FOR SALE : Overhauled OX5 motor, will turn 1400 r.p.m.,

P225.00. Frank J. Pappas, 941 Market Street, Meadville, Pa.

FOR SALE: Curtiss D12, 450 hp. motor. Weighs 650

teed. Pep up your newTl-boat. $1250. Box 3608, Miami,

To highest bid received by February 15, will sell following

new OXX6 parts: 16 pistons with rings. 16 c-on rods with

hearings, will fit OX5. Box 527, Aviation.

FOR SALE, cheap, need the room. Short wing Canuck
(remodeled) equipped with 120 LeRhone (new). Fine per-

formance. Also one fast high lift wing monoplane, 120

LeRhone (new). Will deliver and demonstrate anywhere.

Send stamp for photo and full description. Box 212, Temple,

BARGAIN: Four place Aeromarine 40 flying boat with

ISO hp. engine. Completely assembled, ready to flv awav.
$1500. Stored at Kcyport, N. J. Box 550 Aviation.

PILOTS or operators of aircraft, who are contemplating

the purchase of new plane or planes this year are requested

to write us as we are the State Distributor for the best com-
mercial or pleasure airplanes ever manufactured. “Let us tell

you why." We will appreciate the names and addresses of

all pilots and operators of aircraft in Indiana. Indianapolis

Aviation Company, Indianapolis, Indiana.

FOR SALE : Curtiss Seagull, Loening air Yacht and Lib-

erty motors. Curtiss Metropolitan Airplane Co., Port Wash-
ington, Long Island, N. Y.

WANTED : Eastman Aerial Camera model-M, or will con-

sider model K-5, with or without lens, must be in good work-
ing condition and priced right. Box 978, Wichita, Kansas.

Turnbuckel Wrenches, New production, sent postpaid for

$1.00., money back if dissatisfied, 3 for $2.50 Hisso Timing

Disks A, I & E $2.50 each. Fort Wayne Marine Co. 1117

Fairfield Ave., Ft. Wayne, Ind.
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Who’s Who in American Aeronautics

PUBLISHED BI-ANNUALLY

THE BLUE BOOK
OF

AMERICAN AIRMEN

Contains One Thousand Biographies of

Aviators, aeronauts, aeronautical engineers, aircraft manufac-

turers, flying officers of Army, Navy and Marine Corps, Air
Mail personnel, aircraft accessories manufacturers, flying field

owners, American aces, aeronautical instructors, inventors,

National Guard air officers, aeronautical writers, sportsmen,

men prominent in aeronautical affairs.

TWO HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS

Price— Two Dollars

Gardner Publishing Company
250 West 57th Street, New York

Enclosed please find Two Dollars for copy of Who’s Who in American

Aeronautics.

Name

Address

City



Ford 10-passenger Airliner, all metal throughout, powered
with three Wright Whirlwind Engines. Sound aerodynamic-
ally, and able to fly with full load on any two of the three

Wright Whirlwind Engines. This plane represents th-: maxi-
mum for safety, economy and comfort for commercial lines.

Send for Bulletin No. 8.

WRIGHT
WRIGHT AERONAUTICAL CORPORATION

Paferson, N. J., U. S. A.


